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3000 FIGURES MA CONSTANT SCALE
-HERE AREAFEW M O R Ei^
ALL BRITISH and FRENCH NAPOLEONICINFANTRYand CAVALRY ARE

NOWIN PRODUCTION. ORDER FROM YOUR STOCKIST or DIRECT.
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ROS FIGURES ^
and HEROICS FIGURES jflUBT"
Ros Figures and Heroics figures combine to bring an unrivailed selection of micro-tanks, andHeroics unique range of1/300th
scale figures together. AII our figures are made of high quality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail andproportion.

ROS WORLD WAR 11 MICRO-AFV's
German

Panzer IIB
Panzer IIP
Panzer II Flame
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ
Panzer IIIM

Panzer INN
StuG IliG
Panzer IVD
PanzerIVF1
Panzer IVF2
Panzer IVH
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Pz 38 (t)
Marder Mi SdKfz 139
Marder III H
Hetzer
Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag SdKfz 251/IB
Sd 251/10 + 3.7 Pak

Ostwind
Westwind

Sd 251/16 Flame
Sd 251 Rocket Launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket L
Sd 250
Sd 250/9 A/C
8 IV demolition vehicle
Opel Blitz
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (Bp)
ScKwimmwagen (6p)
BMW + sidecar (Bp)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protze tractor
SdKfz 11 tractor
SdKfz 7 tractor
3.7cm Flak on SdKfz 7
Pak 35/3B
Pak 38
Pak 40
Pak 43/41
Pak 43 8.8 on cruc. trail
7 B2 Pak 3B (r)
10.5cm howitzer
15cm howitzer
17cm howitzer
8.8 Flak
7.5cm G36 mountain gun
7.5cm infantry gun
15cm Infantry gun
Nebelwerfer
Karl tracked mortar {15p)

USSR

T34/7BB
T34/76D
T34/85
KV1

KV2

SU85
SU 100
T35
T28
JS II
JS III

ISU 152
T-2BB
BA-10
BA-32
T-70
BA-64
GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-67 (Bp)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT
M41 57mm AT
M44 100mm AT

M39 76.2mm
M37 122mm howitzer
152mm howitzer
203mm tracked holtzer
SU 76
SU-37-1

Komsomlets
Stalinets
BT-7

Ros Micro-AFV's are all 9p excepf where marked.

UK
Tetrarch
Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IXX
Archer
Bishop
Churchill Ml
Churchill

SBG Bridgelayer (lOp)
Churchill AVRE (lOp)
Churchill Crocodile (lOp)
Churchill Arc (10p)
Ram Kangaroo
A9
A10
A13
Crusader 1
Crusader III
Cromwell
Comet
Challenger
Sherman Crab (lOp)
Sherman DO (lOp)
Marmon Harrington
Humber A/C
Daimler S/c
Daimler A/C
Universal Carrier
Sexton
Wasp flame thrower
ACV Dorchester

ACV AEC

6 par
17 pdr
25 pdr
2 pdr
5.5 in howitzer
7.2 in howitzer
Quad
Bedford QL
Chevrolet 15 cwt
Chevrolet 3 ton
Scorpion Flail

USA
M3 Stuart
M5 Stuart
M24 Chaffee

M18 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8.
M4A1 dozer

M10
M3B
M2B Pershing
M7B1 Priest
M12 155mm

M3 '.^-track
T19 105mm
M3 75mm GMC
Jeep (Bp)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound M8
Studebaker-2'/^ ton
3in AT gun
75mm Pack howitzer

105mm howMzer
155mm Long Tom
M16 SPAA

Weasel F14A Tomcat (25p)
M4 H.S. tractor Eagle F15 (25p)
Dodge Weapons Carrier Mirage IIIC (1^)
Italian Harrier (15p)Italian
M13/40 B
CV L6/40

Semovente 75
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT + crew
Rommel-Personality
Set including
Rommel Staff Officer
Dispatch riders and
Half-track (25p)
New Items

Scammel tractor
Churchill Carpet
Layer

Deacon
Me 109G (lOp)
FW 190D (lOp)
Fu 87B (15p)
Hs 129 {15p)
Me Bf 110 (15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw 189 (15p)
Gotha Glider {25p}

New Items
MODERN
M48A2
M113 + T0W
Dragon (set of 3)
Fox + Cymbeline
Milan (set of 3)
F104G St

uccaneer (25p)

WW2

Hanomag SdKfz/1 D-
late version

SdKfz 10

Flakvierling on Sd7
Opel Blitz wrth box body
Kettenkrad (Bp)
Crusader AA Mkl
Crusader AA Mk2
Scammell Tank Transporter
Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Bedford GL with office body
Sherman Cailiope
Studebaker gasoline truck
DUKW
57mm AT gun on Kom
somlets
ISU-122

Gaz-AAA with quad AA gun
Fiat G50 bis (lOo)
Polikarpov 1-16 (lOp)
IL-2 Sturmovik Pe-2E (15p)
Yak-9(10p)
La-5 (lOp)
MiG-3 (lOp)
Spitfire IX nOp)
Hurricane ill (lOp)
Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Typhoon IB (10p)

arfighter (15p) Mustang P51D (lOp)
F4 Riantom {25p) ThurxfertxDit P47D (1(to)
F111E(25p) Kittyhawk P40E (lOp)

HEROICS MODERN PERIOD
MICRO-TANKS

Soviet
T-70
T-B2

T-55
T-55 dozer
T-55 mine-clearer
T-10M
PT-7B

BMP7BPB

M551 Sheridan
Ml 13

Ml 63 Vulcan
Ml 14

Ml 09

M728 CEV
Commando
XR311

M41 Walker Bulldog
BTR-40P with swatter M42 Duster
BTR-BOPB
BRDM.2

MB0A1 Dozer

Abbot
Saladin
Saracen
Fox

Ferret
Ferret 2/6
Scorpion
Scimitar
Striker
Rapier
Jaguar (>5p)

Ml 13+ Recoltless Rifle Spartan
BRDM-2 with sagger Jeep+ Recoilless Rifle
ASU Ml 10 SP H-85
UAZ-469

owitzer
M548 Tracked Carrier

BM-21 rocket launcher Bell Iroquois
ZSU-23-4 Huey Coi
2SU-57-2 Skyhawk
D30 122mm gun Israeli SI
152mm M-1955 how

M-55 1CX)mm AT Swedish
Mil Mi-24 (hind) (15p) S-tank*
Sukhoi Su-7 (15p) 1kv91*
BTR-50
BMD Para APC UK
BM-14 RL Chieftain

Huey Cobra (15p)
Skyhawk (ISp)
Israeli Sherman

,  M106
Leopard A1 ><107
Leopard A2
Leopard A4 FV432+Fox
^arder FV432+mortar
Gepard
Jagdpanzer Rakete Modern Russian
Jagdpanzer Kanone Aircraft
S MiG17 (15

AMX-30 155 how
AMX-10
AMX-30 with Roland
AMX-10 with HOT
Jeep with Entac
AMX -13 + HOT

NEW

Soviet
Ml974 122mm SP
ASU-57
GAZ-69+RR
SA-9 Gaskin
NATO
M106
M107
M730
FV432+FOX
FV432+mortar

pz 12-3
Spz11-2

p)
MiG-19 (15p)
MiG-21 (15p)

BMD Para APC UK French MiG-23 (25p)
BM-14 RL Chieftain AMX-30 MiG-25 (25p)
ys« Centurion AMX-13 Su-9 (25p)
MfiOAi Centurion AVRE AMX-13+ SS11 Su-15 (25p)
maoao ^V432 AMLH-90 Yak-28 (25p)MbOA2 PV438 swingfire EBR-75 Mi-8 {25p)

P®''P®ck of 50 NATO Heavy weapons 60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Inf
BOp pack of M Warsaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons 60p pack of 50. Many other periods'
available send SAE for full lists.

Heroics Modem Tanks are 9p aircraft and helicopter gunships are 15p.
Postage and Packing: UK 10% in £. Overseas airmail 40% In £ overseas seamail 20% in£
Europe 15% in £.£1 =$1.75

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.

\T0 infantry BOp per pack of 50 NATO Heavy weapons BOp pack of 50 Warsaw Pact li
p pack of ̂  Wareaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons 60p pack of 50. Many other perioc

HEROICS FIGURES 1/300th scale,
packs of 50lnf, 20cav, 60p.

SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 Afrika Korps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
BR4 8th Army
SR1 Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support Weapons
SR4 Russian World War 11 cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support Weapons
German DPS 230 Assault glider lOp
British Horsa Glider 25p
Hamilcar Glider with Tetrarch*tank 35p

MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support Weapons
MS Warsaw Pact Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pact Infantiy Support Weapons.

See also our ad page 792

MORE NEW RELEASES
I Chieftain Bridge-Layer
Honest John M issile on

launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on M548
M577

Guideline AA missile
FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

WW2 PLANES
Ju88A(25p)
Do217E(25p)
He11]H{25p)
Ju52 {45p)

EVEN MORE NEW

RELEASES

Bofors 40mm AA. Gun
Morris 6x4 Bofors Tractor
Ford Canada 15cwt truck
2-PDR Portee on Chevrolet
White Scout Car

iBedford OY 3 ton GS truck

MAIL ORDER
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
endeavour will be made to fulfil first choices.

We accept ACCESS and BARCLA YCARD
Just sand your card number

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. SE1 UK
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23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS. LU7 8SF

Ancients, Civil War Nopoleonics

54mm

Ancients
X VI

I
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Also Availcibb

American War of Ind.

16th Century Dork Ages

Foot Figures

Cavalry

Catalogue

Deolers i

USA

^  731* So. Oni'ver»il7 Blvd. Denver, Colorado 80309
Midwest Wargsrr^ Supply ,.

1516 Mor^lair Piece Arbor MccKigsn 48104
Soldier VVorid

PO Box 175 Shrewsbury PA 1736I
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ra HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
^^Lli MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

N EW 25mm LATE BYZANTIN ES!

Probably one of the most successful of the later ancient wargame armies. Yet another superb new addition to the
Hinchliffe Range.
Followed next month by another completely new and exciting Ancient wargame range.

Late Byzantine (BA)

BA1 Super heavy infantry
BA2 Heavy infantry
BA3 Peltast

BA4 Varangian Guardsman
BAB Light infantry staff sling
BAB Light infantry archer
BA7 Light infantry crossbowman
BAB Light infantry javelinman

Late Byzantine Cavalry (BAG)

BAG! Kataphracktoi lancer
BAG2 Kataphracktoi archer
BAGS Avar irregular light Gavalry
BAG4 Kibanophori
BAGS Turk irregularcavalry
BAG6 Thematic heavy cavalry lancer
BAG7 Thematic heavy cavalry archer
BAGS Norman auxilliary
BAG9 Pecheneg irregular Gavalry

Ancient Horses (AH)

AH 15 Byzantine armoured horse
AH 16 Byzantine heavy horse

30 YEARS WAR

Swedish T rumpeter Circa 1640

Whatever your taste in Military Modelling come to stands
96 & 97 at the Model Engineering Exhibition.

We've got it all in every scale, can't claim constant, because
we claim realism - long men, short men, fat men and thin
men all brought to realistic life - come along again and talk
to us it's our life blood I

Next month - new 90mm Jarvis figure - Officer 33rd 1815.

75/JB14
ONLY £2.50

THE HINCHLIFFE HANDBOOK-A MUST

£2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct. Price List 12p.

OUR MANUFACTURER IN THE U.S.A. HERITAGE MODELS INC. BLYSTONE DALLAS TEXAS.

We recommend HUMBROL.
AUTHENtiC
MILITARY COLOURS for all our products



1/300MICRO-TANKS WWII
Italian
D11 Ml 3/40 Tank 8p
D12 Sermovente 75/18 6p
013 Autoblinda Armoured Car 8p

French
DPI Char B1 Tank 8p

British
OBI Crusader Tank 8p
DB2 Matilda Tank 8p
DBS Valentine Tank 8p
084 Churchill Tank 8p
DB5 Cromwell Tank 8p
DB6 British A9 Tank 8p
DB7 Vickers Light Tank 6p
0B8 A13 Cruiser Tank 8p
0B9 A30 Challenger 8p
DB10 Crusader III AA 8p
DB20 Number Armoured Car 8p
0B21 Stag Hound Armoured Car 8p
OB22 Daimler Armoured Car 8p
OB23 Harrington Armoured Car 8p
0B24 AEC Mk I Armoured Car 8p
OB25 Rolls Royce Armoured Car

(1930-41) 8p
OB30 Daimler Scout Car 6p
0B31 Bren Carrier 6p
OB32 White Scout Car 8p
0B33 Number Staff Car 6p
0B34 Quad Truck 6p
OB35 Bedford QL 3-ton Truck Bp
OB36 Austin Bowser Bp
DB37 Scammell Pioneer Bp
DB38 Scammell Breakdown Crane Bp
DB39 Austin 3-ton Truck 8p
0B40 Austin 30-cwt Truck 8p
DB41 Morris 15-cwt Radio Truck 8p
DB42 Morris 15-cwt Bowser 6p
DB43 Scorpion Flail Bp
DB44 Centaur ARV Bp
DB45 Dorchester ACV (1941) 8p
DB46 AEC ACV (1944) Bp
DB50 25-pdr Gun (Firing) 8p
DB51 25-pdr Gun (Limbered) Bp
DB52 17-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB53 6-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB54 2-pdr Gun (Firing) 8p
D860 Bishop SP Gun Bp
D661 Bofors Quad 6p
0B62 Archer 17-pdr SP Gun 8p
DB63 Priest SPG Bp
DB64 Buffalo L.V T. 8p
DB65 CHURCHILL ARC 9p
DB66 CHURCHILL SBG 9p
0867 CHURCHILL WITH FASCINE 9p
DB68 CHURCHILL CARPET

LAYER 8p

DB69 CHURCHILL WITH PETARD 8p
MORTAR

DB70 DO SHERMAN 8p
DB72 SHERMAN DOZER 8p
DB73 SHERMAN WITH CALLIOPE 8p

ROCKETS
DB74 ARMOURED BULLDOZER Bp
American
DB75 TWO SPARES FASCINES Bp

DA1 Grant Tank Bp
DA2 Sherman Tank Bp
DA3 Stuart Tank Bp
DA4 Sherman Firefly Bp

DAS Pershing Bp
DAB M24 Chaffee Light Tank Bp
DAIO MB Armoured Car Bp
□All M10 Tank Destroyer Bp
DA12 IVTIBTank Destroyer Bp
DAI 3 M36 Tank Destroyer Bp
DA20 M3 Vz-Ti^ck Bp
DA21 'A-ton Jeep Bp
DA22 DUKW Bp
DA23 Mack 6x6 Truck Bp
DA24 Chev 30-cwt Truck Bp
DA25 Chev LRDG Truck Bp
DA27 M4 Artillery Tractor Bp
0A30 105 mm Howitzer Bp
DA33 155 mm LONG TOM Bp

German
DG1 PzKpfw.l Tank 6p
DG2 PzKpfw. I Tank 8p
DG3 PzKpfw,III Tank 8p
DG4 PzKpfw, IV Tank F1 8p
DG5 Pz,IVF2 8p
DG6 Pz lVaus, H 8p
DG7 Tiger I Tank 8p
DG8 Tiger II Tank 8p
DG9 Jagdiiger 8p
DGIO Pantfier Tank 8p
DGll Jagdpantfrer 8p
DG12 Slug,III Assault Gun 8p
DG13 Elefant 8p
DG14 PzKpfw, 4,7 cm PakftI 8p
DG15 PzKpfw 38(t| 8p
DG16 Sturmnger 8p
DG17 Nasfiorn 88 mm SP Gun 8p
DG18 Jagdpanzer IV 8p
DG19 Marder III 8p
DG20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer 8p
DG21 Slurmpanzer IV 8p
DG22 Marder III Pak

76,2 mm (R| 8p
DG23 PzFH Wespe 105mm SP Gun 8p
DG24 Hummel
DG25 Maus 9p
DG30 Sd Kfz 222 Armoured Car 8p
DG31 Sdkfz 232

Armoured Car 8p
DG32 Sd Kfz, 234/2 (Puma) 8p
DG33 Sd Kfz 233 Armoured

Car 7 5 L24 8p
DG34 Sd Kfz 234/4 Armoured

Car 7,5 Pak 40 8p
DG40 Sd,Kfz, 250 8p
DG41 Sd Kfz, 250/8

7,5 cm L/24 8p
DG42 Sd Kfz, 250/9

Armoured Car Bp
DG43 Sd.Kfz. 250/4 80 mm

Self-Propelled Mortar Bp
DG46 Sd.Kfz. 251 '/2-Track Bp
DG47 Sd.Kfz. 251/7

Engineer s Vehicle Bp
DG48 Sd.Kfz. 251/9

75mm L24 Bp
DG49 Sd.Kfz. 251/16

Flame Thrower Bp
DG50 Sd.Kfz. 251/17

AA 20 mm Bp
DG51 Sdkfz 251 Rocket Launcher Bp
DG56 Sd.Kfz 7 (88 Tractor) Bp
DG57 Sd.Kfz 7 (Open top) Bp
DG58 Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck Bp
0G59 Daimler Benz 3000L

Truck Bp
DG60 Opel Maultier y2-Track Bp
0G61 Daimler Benz Bowser Bp
DG62 Kubelwagen 6p
DG63 Steyr 1 500 Field Car 8p
DG64 Kettenkrad Bp
DG65 SiG33/150 mm SPG

38 (t) Bp
DG66 37 mm AA SPG Bp
DG67 Saurer Heavy Truck Bp
DG68 SWS 40 Vz-Track Bp
DG69 Mercedes Staff Car Bp
DG70 M/C Combination Bp
DG71 Opel Radio Truck Bp
DG72 Raupenschlepper Ost Bp
DG80 5 0 cm Pak 38 (Firing) Bp
DG81 7.5 cm Pak 40 (Firing) Bp
DG82 8.8 cm Flak (Firing) Bp
DG83 8.8 cm Flak (Limbered) Bp
DG84 8.8 cm Pak 43 (Firing) Bp
DG85 105 mm Field Gun Bp
DG86 Nebelwerfer 6p
DG87 Ostwind AA SPG Bp
DG88 7 5 cm Infantry Gun 6p
DG89 15 cm Infantry Howitzer 8p
DG90 170cm GUN FIRING Bp
DG91 170cm GUN LIMBERED Bp
DG100 Sd 7 RECOVERY CRANE Bp

Russian
DR1 KV1 Tank Bp
DR2 T34/76 Tank Bp
DR3 T34/85 Tank Bp
DR4 KV2 Tank Bp
DR5 BT 7 Tank Bp
DR6 JS II Tank Bp
DR7 Stalin Tank Bp
DR8 KV/85 Tank Bp
DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car Bp
DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car Bp
DR11 T70 Light Tank Bp
DR12 T26 Light Tank Bp
DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun Bp
DR16 SU 85 Assault Gun Bp
DR17 SU 100 Bp
DR18 SU 122 Assault Gun Bp
DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun Bp
DR30 Gaz 4x6 Truck Bp
DR31 Gaz 4x4 Truck Bp
DR32 Gaz Jeep Bp
DR33 Gaz 64 '/? Track Truck Bp
DR35 JAG BOWSER Bp
DR34 JAG 12 HEAVY LORRY Bp
DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun Bp
DR41 203 mm Tracked Howitzer Bp
DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher Bp

New 1/300 MICRO
THIS MONTH

DMB53 Cymberiine Mortar Locator Unit
8p

DMB60 Towed Rarden Cannon 8p
DMB70 V-2 Missile Hovercraft 1 5p
DMA37 Lance Surface to Surface Tactical

Missile onTracked Launcher Bp
DMA41 M-561 Gama Goat 1-^ ton Truck

Bp
DMA42 M36 2|tonTruck(6x6) Bp

STRATEGY & TACTICS
GAMES

POST FREE ORDER BY
PHONEUSING

BARCLAYCARD OR
ACCESS

NOTTINGHAM 43457
PANZERFAUST/CAMPAIGN £1.00
(Yearly sub. £6.00)
JAGPANTHER £2.50
(inc. Game in each magazine)
BOTH THE ABOVE CONTAIN GAME
VARIANTS, NEWS AND USEFULGAME
REVIEWS AND COMMENT.
GRANDCOMMANDVOLUME £16.50
(9 Games in Pack)

AME

DAVCO 1/3000th
SHIPS

14 new models this month. Well detailed
models each packed with information on
speed, armour armament etc. There are

now 190 models available in the WW1 &
WW2 ranges and many more to come.

ALL PACKS25p
(Items marked* 2 models per pack)

No. in Type
Class

U.S.A.
Iowa 5 Battleship
South Dakota 4 Battleship
Washington 2 Battleship new
West Virginia (1944)3 Battleship new
Tennessee (1943) 2 Battleship
Essex
Independence
Baltimore
Northampton
Cleveland New
Atlanta

Livermore*
Fletcher*
Gearing*
Sumner*
Gato* New

JAPAN
Yamato
Kongo
lee(1941)
Fusco
Nagato
Akagi
Kaga
lse(1943)

Shokaku
Nachi
Mogami
Tone
Kako
Jintsu
Fubuki*
Kagero*
Akitsuki*
1400*

GERMANY
Bismark

£16.50 Hipper
Prinz Eugen
Konigsberg
Lutzow
Maas*
Narvik*
Type XXr
Ermland

26 Fleet Carrier
9 Lt. Fleet Carrier

30 Heavy Cruiser
6 Heavy Cruiser new

34 Light Cruiser new
16 Light Cruiser

100 Destroyer
186 Destroyer
100 Destroyer
70 Destroyer

294 Submarine new

4 Battleship
4 Battleship
2 Battleship
2 Battleship new
2Battleship new
1  Fleet Carrier new
1  Fleet Carrier new
2 Battleship/

Carrier new
2 Fleet Carrier
4 Heavy Cruiser
4 Heavy Cruiser
2 Heavy Cruiser new
2 Light Cruiser new
3 Light Cruiser

20 Destroyer
18 Destroyer
16 Destroyer

5 Submarine new

2 Battleship
2 Heavy Cruiser
3 Heavy Cruiser
3 Light Cruiser
1 Armoured Cruiser

16 Destroyer
14 Destroyer

1500 Submarine
4 Tanker

AUTUMN LISTS GIVING NEW PRICES NOW AVAILABLE s.a.e. PLEASE
AGENT FOR U S A.

Bill'Dean Books Ltd.. 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard.
Whitestone, New York 11357

Tel: 212 767-6632

POSTAGE AND PACKING
UK AFPO AND BFPO; 10% up to £5, over £5 Free

Overseas: 60% up to £7. 30% over £7
75% Garrison

BARCLAYCARO & ACCESS
We accept your card numbers by letter or phone in your

order to Nottingham 43457

SKYTREX Ltd
28 CHURCH STREET.

WVMESWORLD,
LEICESTERSHIRE

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and Puntc Wars

by Phil Barker IW.R.G.)
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix)
Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath (W.R.G.)
How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpoti

8» Bob Thompson)
Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt & Assyria

(W R.G )
Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome (W.R.G.)
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650 (hard-back)
The Napoleonic Wargame. G.W. Jeffery
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China

(W.R.G.)
Armour camouflage & markings (hardback)
Panzer Colours (hardback)
Russian Tanks 1900-1970 (hardback)
German Tanks of WW2 (hardback)
N^WTank Battles Western Front (hardback)

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE:
1. Western desert (hardback)
2. Russian campaign (hardback)

WARGAMES RULES
LAND BATTLES
3000BC to 1250AD (W.R.G.) £1.30
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) 60p
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 60p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale

G.W. Jeffery 60p
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command) 66p
W W.I. Land Rules (Skytrex) 65p
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 65p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 £1.15
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II

(Skytrex) 55p
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 76p
1950-1 975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.15
W.W.II Rules-basic (Mile Philpoti &

Bob Thompson) 26p
20th Century Skirmish Rules

(Paragon) 36p
Renaissance Rules (WRG) £1.05
Symwar WWII Rules 75p
SymwarMapsdOtypesavailable) 50p««ch
NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic (Navwar) 2n edition 76p
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) BOp
World War I Naval (Skytrex) 55p
World War II Naval (Leicester) 70p
Galactic Warfare Rules 60p
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar) 60p
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester) 70p*



If it moves^salute it!
If it doesn't, of course, the Army would have you
paint it white, but we would suggest a more
sophisticated approach to do justice to this new
range of figures from New Hope Design. Precise
colour reference should be no problem, either,
since this is the start of a new series of figures
based on the colour artwork in Osprey's famous
Men-at-Arms books -

The Men-at-Arms Autographed Collection
Detailed research, concise text and full colour
paintings by top artists have made Men-at-Arms
bcmks an internationally acclaimed source of
refer^ce for military enthusiasts and modellers.
New Hope Design figures conform to the same high
standards, with crisp casting, stunning animation
and accurate detail. In the new Men-at-Arms
Autographed Collection the talents of Malcolm
Dawson, New Hope's brilliant sculptor and Osprey
artists Gerry Emhleton, Michael Roffe and Angus
McBride are combined to produce twelve new
figures based on the artwork in the four latest
Men-at-Arms titles. Each figure carries facsimile
signatures of the designer and artist as a personal
assurance of quality.

\

•  '7^/ hh!

All these books and models are available from
model shpps. In case of difficulty they can be
ordered direct from: The Autographed Collection,
New Hope Design, Rothbury, Morpeth, Northum
berland.

Osprey Publishing
(Member Company of the George Philip Group)

In your shops now
New Men-at-Arms books

Published February
Napoleon's Cuirassiers and Carabiniers
by Emir Bukhari,
colour plates by Angus McBride
The Boer War
by Christopher Wilkinson-Latham,
colourplates by Michael Roffe
The American Indian Wars 1860-90
by Philip Katcher,
colourplates by Gerry Embleton
The Portuguese Army of the
Napoleonic Wars
by Otto von Pivka,
colour plates by Michael Roffe
£1.95 each

New Hope Design 54mm figures
MAA 1 Officer, Carahiniers, 1815
MAA 2 Carabinier, Full Dress, 1808
MAA 3 Trumpet-Major, 6th Cuirassiers,

Imperial Livery, 1813
MAA 4 Trumpeter, 17th Lancers, Service Dress

(mounted)
MAA 5 Lieutenant, Naval Brigade, Service Dress
MAA 6 Gunner's Mate, Naval Brigade
MAA 7 Lieutenant, 7th US Cavalry,

Campaign Dress
MAA 8 Sgt-Major, US Indian Scouts
MAA 9 Sgt-Major, 9th US (Coloured) Cavalry,

Full Dress
MAA 10 Ensign, 21st Infantry, with standard,

1809
MAA 11 Captain, Atiradore Company, 1809
MAA 12 Corporal, Atiradore Company, 1809
All £1.60 plus VAT

(mounted figures £3.20 plus VAT)

New Hope Design
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Editor: Donald Featii'3rstone

FEBRUARY 1977

The wind is blowing in interesting;: (if " not ^ i
always favourahle) directions for wargamers and f
the coining year may well see some interesting j^Hyi ^ ^t
and stimulating trends. For example, it has ^ ' g# _1 _
always heen the fairly obvious policy of
Wargamer's Newsletter to try to fill its pages
with articles and Information of a relatively /
exclusive wargaming nature. This has given the ^
Editor a fairly free hand in that there are ^
numerous "fringe" aspects and activities that, PHB ■■ ^
whilst not having a direct bearing on the S
organisation and practical application of table- ^||l
top battles, are of interest and value to war-

f^dr^; thfllL^Lri cin^rss^trat'l h^ ros:ed it on those occasions when I have been short of
:?iruiffor^r^^fiLy^^raLrrLn:^i^rertrcLrrdef°trei:eid^iror:rt^riai^?^ coveLd
in other reasonably accessible literary sources. Old readers will be ^J^g''^®ljtary waitings
bonnet about small Circulation (i.e. Club) magazines publishing re-hashes of "'^^^^^^^^"appy '
fo':grer^rar?heL^irrfas°e^^orr:-;^irti:rth^ :^?rfit:r'anr?ni:r:;tifg Tr^tings from obscure^Er
rS:^lllirerrilft^ry'su^j;ctrrLrarch:rannJit^^rby^K^rrti:s:h^
i4Ei:n!^l--nn-:?h-i- hi;-rL-^^Aal!1el5 ̂ ri^ol-nt-Sl^ ng P^f Shf^riri:
t^le W^:::x l^nrtairSocLTr: ̂ ^w^ehraJ^^Lf t^dS^^^CoLS^f cLrt^-Jrl^luLd putting
"ofhif-aSmen:- Sne; ren^Lnfd -rd^SirSo^r^Fi^JLer^ hl^LSr^-Ln^r^i^B-fHug LJTay ̂ gof his statement, Lionel menxion copies'. If it is not commercially viable for publishers to

put out such books and there are very'few magazines or °ther periodicals suited to handle ̂  of any
?ength, then they are doomed to obscurity and none of us f ® °Son a% required
sive research. Obviously more "in depth" magazines such as Military Affairs, Tradition, are requii
- but would they be supported?

gLerrSes®^Lntl^''criticised'^\he^recenf™r5th^Li?iL rilLt^'Lying that in U^S.A. many

l;: ; stin'JLs; :i: 1:5 ; - H' sr'-jf.
sets of rules theirs are too complicated for simple-minded wargamers like myself. Then there arc a
couple of books both such warm and elementary expositions of our hobby that they might well stimulateTwhoL Lw Sn4ra?ion o? enthusiasts. First came Operation War Board by f^^iVyall reviewed in
November's Newsletter and now I have seen an advance copy of The First Book of Wargaming y " ' ,
?ArgurLokf- January 1977). This is a sort of up-dated little Wars, dealing with wargaming with the
typf of 5Amm figures that can be purchased in any toyshop. Packed with stimulating and nostalgic
photographs, this book is really pleasingl

Finally, may I thank all those readers who sent me Christmas cards and offer them my best wishes
for good wargaming in 1977.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

subscription RATES; 30p per copy + 9p postage - £4.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (if paying in ^ please allow 50c for Bank handling charge),

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas. Subscriptions and Enqumej
.  b o o B«linom-Maitland (Publisher) Ltd.

■» m T c xxTr» T* A mTT" o ■ .-j«.ADVERTISING RATES:

Advertisement Manager. 5A-5B Shepherds St. , —0^"
Roland Sutton, Quarter page - £A.00p Mayfair, London,
Tradition, Eiffhth naee - £2 50p WIY 7LD.
5A-5B Shepherds St., Eighth pagq^, i,^.5up
Mayfair, London WIY7LD.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOE ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OP II" X 6".

£I2.00p
£7.00p
£A.00p
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THE RELEVANCE OF UNIFORMS IN NAPOLEONIC WARFARE

Philip J. Haythornthwaite

Coincldentally, Mr. Miller's letter which appeared in the "Newsletter" No. 173 concerns a subject
which I have been considering for some timco Hopefully it may be covered in greater depths in a
planned book, but the following may be of interest to the wargames rule-makers and anyone wishing to
add a further element of chance to their games.

The first point concerning the relevance of uniforms on the battlefield is the one made by Mr.
Miller: when opposing armies were both dressed in greatcoats and covered shakos (not to mention the
widespread use of brown Spanish cloth by both sides in the Peninsular War) confusion was inevitable
amid the smoke of a general engagement. There were numerous occasions in the Peninsular when regi
ments fired upon and even charged friendly troops through being unable to recognise or distinguish
uniforms. This point is obvious when armies resembled "moving rag-fairs" (to use a contemporary com
parison) but the confusion caused by the similarity of regulation uniforms is not so apparent.

Wellington's observations on this subject are illuminating, and demonstrate his resistance to the
changes of uniform in 1812 which introduced French-style cavalry uniform and the "Belgic" shako into
the British army:

".... one thing I deprecate .... any imitation of the French, in any manner. It is impossible to
form an idea of the inconveniences and injury which result from having anything like them .... at a
distance, or in action, colours are nothing; the profile, and shape of a man's cap, and his general
appearance, are what guide us .... there is no such mark as the English helmet, and, as far as I can
judge, it is the best cover a dragoon can have .... I only beg that we may be as different as possible
from the French .... the narrow top caps of our infantry, as opposed to their broad top caps, are a
great advantage to those who look at long lines of posts opposed to each other...."

Other critics of the new uniform were even more vehement, an officer writing in the "Royal
Military Chronicle" (1813) claiming that the "absolutely metamoriihosed" light dragoon uniform would
cause the Spanish to attack anyone wearing it, so French was its appearance! The problem was especi
ally severe when troops of more than one nationality were fighting side-by-side in the same army. In
the later years of the Peninsular War, Spanish units not wearing the so-called "British" uniform with
"stovepipe" cap, but bell-topped shakos of French design, were frequently mistaken for French, or
vice-versa, particularly when the shakos were covered by white line or oilcloth "waterproofs". Surtees
of the 95th tells how a column of French "dressed in blue, and had caps covered with white canvas"
(sic) were mistaken for Spaniards, as did the British 71st at the Pyrenees when confronted by a column
of French infantry wearing greatcoats and "white covers on their hats, exactly resembling the Spanish."
So difficult was this problem that in 1812 General Maitland issued an order describing the uniforms of
newly-arrived Spanish troops in the hopes that they would be identified as such: "All the regiments
ha\e also buff pantaloons, and their caps are broader above than below."

A problem which caused the French many headaches was the similarity between Spanish cavalry
uniform and that of the French gendarmes. Baron de Marbot was once almost captured as a result of
this similarity, and in 1808 Napoleon himself suggested that the gendarmes should be distinguished from
the Spanish "by some peculiarity of uniform, such as a white stripe on the arm."

The effect of this confusion may be imagined - not only in the heat of battle but resulting in
surprise attacks and the capture of picquets - almost including Wellington himself on one occasion.
Whilst experienced campaigners could usually recognise friend from foe, raw troops or units newly-
arrived at the front had little to guide them, and in some cases official aids to identification made
the problem worse. Adye's "Bombardier and Pocket Gunner", a much-used artillery manual, included in
the 1802 edition a "uniform recognition table" at least ten years out of date, listing the French
infantry uniform as white, for example.

The camouflage factor in Napoleonic warfare is often overlooked, but contemporary sources indicate
that dark green or brown uniforms could be used to conceal the wearer - at least Rifleman Green of the
British 95th claimed to owe his life to his green uniform which hid him from French cavalry on the
retreat to Corunna, though they rode almost over him. Other camouflage tricks included the practice
of wearing shakos back-to-front and marching with arms reversed at night in order to prevent the metal
fittings from glinting in the moonlight.

Inability to distinguish uniforms could turn the course of a battle. Generals and senior officers
could be killed by their own men - British engineer officers had great difficulty in this respect
until their blue uniforms were changed to red in 1812. The French Hanoverian Legion were about the
unluckiest. Their red light infantry dress caused a number of casualties at Busaco when they were
mistaken for British, so their commanding officer tried to prevent a repetition on the morning of
Fuentes de Onoro by requesting that his men might be allowed to wear their greatcoats - directly con
trary to divisional orders. General Loison rejected the appeal and when the action commenced the in
evitable happened - the red-coated unit was mistaken for British and suffered severe casualties from
French artillery and musketry. After losing over 100 men the Legion fell back behind the French line,
causing widespread panic among the units in the rear who, seeing a red-coated unit looming out of the
smoke, presumed it signified a British break-through! It is perhaps fortunate that the red-coated
Swiss Regiments saw only limited service against red-coated opponents.

Such cases are numerous; even at Waterloo Prussian artillery fired on its blue-coated British
counterpart, and the Prussian advance-guard attacked some green-uniformed Nassau companies, thinking
them French; the Nassauers thought the Prussians were French and serious casualties ensued in this
battle between allies.

A second point concerns the morale effect of uniforms; for example, a unit would advance with
C ONTINUED ON PAGE 9



6mm WARGAMES ABMIES

G.J.M.Cronin

The October issue of Wargamer's Newsletter contained a letter from Steven Jones asking al)out the
'daunting' task of painting a minute 6mm figurine. Well after painting 5mm/6mm figures for five years,
along with the larger scales 20mm, 25mm, etc., 1 finally opted for the 6mm scale, because to my mind
it is the most pleasing to the eye when massed into infantry and cavalry corps. When collecting 25mm
figures I could not help hut feel that there was a dreadful lack of authenticity to my battles:
Cuirasseur regiments of twelve, began to lose their appeal. Now 1 field these steel clad warriors in
rea:Sonably sized k2 men regiments; using Peter Gilders scales, which by the way 1 have lost, and would
be most obliged to anyone who can tell me if they are still available. As stated in my previous
article my interest in wargaming centres on the Napoleonic period. At present 1 have an Austrian
corps of fourteen battalions of grenadiers, which 1 believe to be the correct figure. The problem
there being the facing colours, obvious the grenadiers of say St.Julian regiment wore grass green but
were these grenadier battalions provincial conglomerations, with the usual lack of esprit de corp we
find in some eorps of this nature? Though of course there are exceptions - the four grenadier battal
ions at Vimeiro, some 2,000 men the elite of the army, they were described by a participant as "fine
looking young mean, wearing red shoulder knots and tremendous-looking moustaches', and they fought as
a team. General Kellerman leading two battalions against Vimiero village, advancing in column of
platoons, on a front of about sixteen men, they fought, and clawed their way through smoke, shell, and
a hail of musketry, scores slumping and falling, before becoming engaged in a brief, bitter bayonet
fight with the 'i3rd, no quarter being given or asked. All this digresses somewhat from painting 6mm
figures, but maybe not. I will refight Vimiao as my first Peninsular action as the forces involved
are not too large, as at Vitoria.

Going back to the composition of my Austrian force, 1 also have six regiments of cavalry, 1 lancer,
2 cuirassier and 3 Hussar regiments, plus 12 guns and crews and h battalions line infantry and 2
battalions Jaegers. Also 1 have a Russian Corps (the first of six) with 18 battalions of infantry
being grenadier battalions, 2 battaiions of Pavlovski Grenadiers and 2 battalions Jaegers and 12
guns each battalion - both for Russian and Austrian totalling 25 men. Jaeger Regiments for the
Russian 1812 forces being 16 men. Russian cavalry at present comprises the 'Little Russia Dragoon'
Cuirasser Regiment k2 men 5 squadrons each of eight figures, inclusive of five officers and one
trumpeter. Later on a standard bearer.

For my Peninsular campaigns I have mustered a small Spanish corps of 6 battalions of grenadiers,
6 battalions of musketeers and 2 of light infantry plus 5 regiments of the redoubtable Spanish cavalry.
Anyway, their uniforms (cavalry that is) were the picture of saitorial elegance. Plus 3 guns and
crews. The uniforms of pre-1808 is the period 1 am using, as they are by far the most colourful, with
purple, yellow, crimson, etc. One problem here though, what did Spanish Generals and Aides wear (l
have Military Dress of Peninsular, but that gives no Spanish general staff)? What did Cuesta wear?

My British and Prussian forces are rather neglected, but this is being put right. I have at
present 1 Regiment Household cavalry) 2 of Dragoons, 1 of Hussars plus l-^i guns, limbers, crews, etc.,
also about 8 battalions of infantry including of course the "Grasshoppers" i.e. the 95th. Wellington
and Staff are also waiting on the sidelines to be painted, as are Napoleon, and Staff, along with
other numerous French reinforcements.

Coming to my French regiments, 1 have added two battalions of the 4th Polish Infantry (50 men)
two battalions of Bavarian and two battalions of the 6th Leger. Hopefully they will stand when con
fronted with Bock's K.G.L. Dragoons this time as 1 have a Garcia Hernandez engagement in the future
sometime. Also 1 am painting up the Heroics carabinierregiment as the 1st Chasseurs a Cheval, because
as you must know most of the troopers of that regiment, due to the lack of time wore these Bourbon
uniforms at Waterloo, with the front plaque hammered. The officers and trumpeter wearing cylindrical
and ordinary shakos.

My procedure for painting my figures is to lay out a regiment of cavalry or a battalion of infantry,
and paint the lot white matt. Then fill in the face, plus moustaches if possiblel Then the main
uniform coat and shabraque. 1 follow this by painting the trousers, then boots, facing colours and
muskets, carbines and sabres. The finicky bits such as pouch decorations, i.e. brass grenades etc.,
are left till last, as is the shading. 1 find that a eoat of matt varnish brings out the true colours
of the figure. 1 also like to paint the little fellows in campaign dress if possible, but obviously
not to the extent of an 1813 French line fusilier - with a capot, clogs and bonnet de police. Although
if one is refighting Garonne they would look rather good. Again the problem is altering the uniform
type for the changes that occurred during the 20 or so years of the ist Empire.

Finally if Mr. Jones would like to write to me I will send him a painted sample plus a few hints
I have gathered together regarding scenery, trees and stands, as it is refreshing to see newcomers
coneerned with not oniy the state of wargaming, but the varying sizes therein?!

THE RELEVANCE OF UNIFORMS IN NAPOLEONIC WARFARE - Continued from Page

more confidence against a unit recognised as militia than against a Guard unit. Even here great confu
sion occurred - reminiscences of Fuentes de Onoro indieate that French line Grenadiers (wearing bear
skin caps) were treated with the respeet due to the Imperial Guard, for whom many British officers mis
took them. The ultimate example of how uniforms could influence the course of an action is provided by
a case of October 1810, when the British 71st Light Infantry received an issue of black crepe to bind
around their shakos to conceal the distinctive diced band and bugle-horn badge. By the wearing of these
disguised shakos and greatcoats, the French were misled into believing that the 71st were only Protu-
guese militia; over-confident, the Fench attacked and were bloodily repulsed. Whilst the above is pri
marily intended to reveal a topic which has received little consideration, perhaps the introduction of
an extra element of chance into Napoleonic rules - whether or not a unit recognises friend from"foe if
the uniforms of the unit in question could be confused, etc., - might prove interesting, to say the
least!



HUNNIC VARIATIONS

Dave Tuck

OP

For anybody contemplating raising a "Hunnic Horde" for
Ancient wargames the prospect is grim. For a supposedly
all cavalry army there are only three figures available (as
far as I know) two by Hinchliffe and one by Minifigs AHLC
1 and 2 and P.B.C. 201. However as most of their subject
races are covered this situation is not as bad as it first f"

seemed.

The object of this article is to suggest easy conver
sions on the three available figures to add variety and make ^
the army truly barbarian and irregular in nature.

The first and most obvious improvement is in the paint
ing, Huns did not wear uniforms and as a large proportion
of their attire could be looted, almost anything is justifi
able. However, even with all figures painted differently
the resulting army is still very boring and so I set about (g
actually changing and converting the figures. The only un
usual item I used was a pin vice which cost 78p, and two
different bits which cost 12p each - for just over
£1,this was a good buy for it has enabled me not only to
do these conversions, but also to replace all the pikes of
my successor phalanx making them far less fragile, and easy ^
to transport.

Anyway down to the actual conversions.

1. The first one is simply a change in headwear; the
basic Hun figure (any of the three) has a hole drilled
through the top of its head and the end of a drawing pin,
sharp end up, inserted to give a kind of tartar helmet (Fig.l).
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2. This is simply re-arming the Hun with bow. The bow is cut from the left hand and a hole is
drilled through which a javelin is placed. The right hand has the process repeated except the hole
is drilled so as to make the javelin appear as it would just before being thrown (Fig.2).

3. The third conversion is to make a Hun noble armed with bow and kontos. The Hinchliffe
figure with bow is again used. The bow being cut away and the left arm bent upwards slightly, a hole
is drilled through both hands through which the 50-60mm length of wire representing the kontos is in
serted. This makes it appear in the correct position for melee, being held and thrust overarm, it
could not be couched or the unfortunate noble would probably be unhorsed! In the correct position
if he aimed low or the blow was deflected he may well however have broken the Olympic pole vault
record!

Hun standards again pose a problem, none are commercially available but they are simple to make.
Two lengths of wire are bound together, the shorter one forming a crossbar and on this are hung
horses tails or (skulls!) from Airfix figures. Differing numbers of skulls/tails allow easy unit
identification. (Fig.'i).

By using these techniques and using the occasional Mythical Earth or Ancient figure, such as the
Rohan lancer or horse archer or the Dahae horse archer a more varied effect is obtained and also
a more realistic one.

I must acknowledge the owner of the Hun army at the regional trials at Halifax from whom I copied
the idea of the standard.

Hoping this has been of some use to would be Attila's or Byzantines using Hun auxiliaries I will
sign off and get down to using them in a wargame.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter,
69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop,
in London (Lut without personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £3.00p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p: ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS -
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MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER
£3.75p. OLD BRITISITmODEL SOLDIERS 1893-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p.



GERMAN TACTICS OF THE

FRANCO-GERMAN WAR

Brian Burton

The German infantry regi- rr.T
ment consisted of three hattai-p^ -P^ (lfvT-rfti-\a« 71+'*' (Sefrk
ions, two musketeer and one
fusilier (though there was no
real difference Between them); — — — - ~ tt ~
there,were also the indepen
dent Jaeger and Schutzen
battalions. Each battalion /sfc-iiiWeS
had four companies; these were
numbered consecutively through
the regiment - Nos 1 to A in 1
battalion, Nos 5 to 9 in 11 •'—•' '—'
battalion and Nos. 10 to 12 in

the Fusilier battalion. The

infantry company formed in sSMt isabs.?' rb(iM»,Ticsji :-
three ranks and was divided

into a skirmishing zug, formed q (•cC.vfitj-'v mj i-w4e of OMeivtJi' (ituvMAivi,
from the third rank and nor

mally comprising picked marks
men, and two other zuge. The
company was further divided
into halb-zuge and sections.
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In the attack the skir

mishing line, made up of the _ /x
skirmishing zuge or possibly <£t Ke6»h«-(JT »« o<- iWh.F 10 . @1? uac^. i^r pm,'\ itn/ei j>-
whole units deployed for the cdifs^wf cct-iohns /vij, of G/UTTtiitw
purpose, preceeded close-order , . . . . oc^umh.
supports. These supports 1 i'I 1 \ I Qj L-LI
could be in company, half- , CJ Li Clll lJ
battalion or exceptionally
battalion columns. The choice

of which of these to use was

governed by the greater vul
nerability of the larger rdlVl
columns, but this was compen
sated for by a greater degree
of control. Various combinations were used ranging from a single long line of company columns at de
ploying intervals to units In three or more lines with perhaps company columns leading and battalion
columns at the rear. Below 1 have given a set of diagrams which 1 hope gives an idea of the possibil
ities.

The infaniry Ifire, power was provided by the skirmish line, which was fed from its close order
supports in order to build up fire supremacy over the enemyo At long range the Prussian Needlegun was
inferior to the French Oia.ssepotj the infantry would, therefore, try and close as rapidly as possible.
A firefight might develop between the rival skirmishers with the supports dissolving into the firing
line. If no decision was quickly reached, then under these conditions and especially if a line of
company columns was used, there was a tendency for the larger units to cease to exist as such, and any
advances would be made locally on the initiative of the Junior officers commanding companies or zuge.
This co\ild be counteracted by having available close order formations, kept well in hand to exploit
any successes.

It was standard practice for German officers to lead from the front which resulted in high officer
casualties - there are several mentions of regimental and battalion officers, who rode on horseback
into battle, being killed whilst in the firing line.
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REGISTERED OFFICE:
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON, S02 OPA,
HAMPSHIRE.
TEL: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 (STD 0703)

WEST END 4651 (STD 042 18)

SOUTHERN MILITAIRE 1977 is now confirmed for the weekend of April 2nd and 3rd. All the major
model manufacturers, publishers and i^ames suppliers have accepted trade space so we have great
expectations of another successful weekend at what is the only exhibition in the South of England.

The weekend will be organised round a wargames comperitioii by speciarly inviLeu clubs
and organised by the Wessex Wait.ames Society, at least six classes of painting competitions on the
Sunday, demonstrations by various societies and it is hoped the second Steve Curtis Memorial Competi-
tion. ^

Complete details are nov available and people wishing to enter any of the competitions or
further information should write enclosing a stamped-addressed envelope.



A NAVAL WARGAME

H.M.S.TIGER V S.M.S.MOLTKE No. i No.Z

p. J. Holmes

Recently my wargaming has
been enjoyed somewhat vicariously
and 1 finally decided to get down
to some actual wargaming using
the Skytrex^ W.W.l Naval rules
and ships 1 acquired some months
ago. To ease myself into these
rules 1 opted for a single ship-
to-ship confrontation. 1 then
chose two battle-cruisers at

random and found myself with H.M.S.
Tiger representing the British and
S.M.S.Moltke the German battle-
cruiser squadrons which fought in
the Battle of Dogger Bank in
January 1915. On the face of it,
this was a somewhat unequal con
test as Tiger was slightly faster,
substantially bigger and equipped
with a main armament of 8 x 13.5"
guns as opposed to Moltke's 10 x
11" guns. (The disparity in
armament is even greater than it
appears as not only did Tiger's
guns out-distance Moltke's but
also, following "Jane's Fighting
Ships", each hit inflicted would
cause nearly twice as much damage).
However, things dod not go as ex
pected.
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ENGAGEMENT No. 1; (

The scenario was simple: both ships were positioned 20,000 yards (scale lmm:20yds) apart set on
a course directly towards each other at full speed. As the two ships steamed towards each other,
Moltke came within the range of Tiger's guns before hers could reply but all the early shots from
Tiger missed. First blood was drawn by Moltke with her first salvo. After 8 mins. (l move = 1 min)
Moltke turned sharply to port in order to present her broadside to Tiger, the latter as yet having
not succeeded in registering a hit on her opponent. Ignoring the manoeuvre in the over-optimistic
belief that as the range had now closed to less than 10,000 yards Tiger would surely be able to land
several crushing salvos. Tiger ploughed straight on. Unfortunately, Tiger's gunfire continued to be
as inaccurate as Moltke's was accurate. Eight shells hit Tiger in the next three minutes as against
the three that she was able to return successfully.

Believing that Tiger would not turn aside to bring her own broadside to bear Moltke turned south
in an effort to put some distance between the two ships. (if it turned into a running battle Moltke
was actually better equipped to be pursued rather than pursue as, due to the layout of her turrets,
she could bring more guns to bear dead astern than dead ahead). Tiger did indeed turn to starboard
but her firing continued to be erratic whereas in the thirteenth minute of the engagement the retreat
ing Moltke landed a devastating three hit salvo which reduced Tiger to half speed. Seeing this Moltke
turned north to finish off her stricken foe. Tiger returned fire as best she could after the damage
she had sustained but two minutes later a shell from Moltke caused a magazine explosion which totally
destroyed her.

ENGAGEMENT No. 2:

Being somewhat surprised at this result 1 decided to relight the engagement using the same scen-

Again the two ships steamed towards each other and again Tiger's opening fire was in vain. First
blood went to Moltke, but when after eight minutes she turned to port Tiger turned a minute later to
starboard. Immediately after this Tiger started to steadily hit Moltke causing heavy damage. Moltke's
return fire was as accurate but lacked the effectiveness of Tiger's heavier and more modern guns. So,
as in the first engagement, she turned to the south. However although the distance between the two
ships increased. Tiger remained broadside on and. continued to land shells on Moltke. Aware of the
mounting damage Moltke new turned east to increase the range and also in order to bring her other guns
to bear. With her speed reduced, she was completing this manoeuvre when, in a coincidental reversal
of the previous engagement, in the fifteenth minute of the engagement a shell from Tiger penetrated
her armour and exploded her magazine. The effect of this explosion was sufficient to sink Moltke.

The lesson to be drawn from these two engagements is simply that in the face of a weaker foe one
should not be overconfident and throw normal tactical considerations overboard. Although luck un
doubtedly played a part in the result of the first game (compare the hits suffered; First game Tiger
15, Moltke 7; Second game Tiger 7, Moltke 9) the basic cause of the result was error in judgement by
Tiger due (and 1 ought to know as 1 played both games solo) to overconfidence.

C ONTINUED ON PAGE I 4-



WARS OF THE ROSES - BATTLE OF REIGATE, SURREY (2nd June 1A57)

lilip Asliworth (Lancn) & Dr Mike Jones (Yorkist)

Settlne

7,000 Lancastrians inciuciing one sixth cavalry under command oi Henry Duke of Somerset contacted
A,000 Yorkists (half cavalry) under Richard Duke of York late on Summer's evening during a dry spell.
Both sides were roughly ■ equal in artillery but surprisingly lacking in archers. Initial skirmishing
between outriders, scouts, and small bodies of cavalry was followed by a sullen and unwilling truce
for the night, pending bloody conflict on the morrow. The weather stayed dry and fair all night,
while the wind blew steadily at moderate force from the North-West during the day of battle.

Composition of Armies:

Lancastrian Army comprised 1,100 cavalry, 3 pieces of artillery, 2,000 bills, 2,AGO Knights on
foot, 700 gunners and 700 men-at-arms, including standard and banner bearers (total 7,000 men).

Yorkist Army comprised 2,000 cavalry, 1,000 gunners, A artillery pieces, 1,000 bills. (Total
A,000 men).

Mni'ale;

Initial morale of Lancastrians was assessed as 36, split between Somerset (commanding Main Battle
or Centre), Sir Philip Wentworth (commanding the Van or Right), and Trollop (commanding the Left or
Rear Battle (cavalry)).

Initial morale of Yorkists was 20. Norfolk commanded the left, York the Centre and Warwick the
right.

Progressof Battle:

Daylight revealed an appalling blunder by Yorkist wing commander who, commanding large bodies of
cavalry, had rashly allowed these hot-blooded warriors to mass under the threatening barrels of
artillery astutely placed on high ground to left and right! Had not Yorkists scouts- been properly
active at night? Were Yorkist cavalry nobles, so happy and successful heretofore, cocky and wine-
sodden?

Yorkist gunners opened hot fire with all guns, achieving considerable success, including elimina
tion of Roos and Fitzhugh cavalry elements (each of 200 men).

A devastating Red Rose reply decimated Yorkist cavalry, including 1,000 on tlic left (Stafford of
Southwick, Cobham, Howard, FitzWalter and Scrope) and 1,000 on the right (Arundel, Say and Sele, and
Warwick, Wonlock and Fauconberg).

York withdrew the Centre.

Further exchanges of artillery fire resulted in losses for both sides in gunners, in Lancastrian
foot, and in more Yorkist cavalry (Montagu and de la Barde). The Lancastrian left advanced, routing
the remnants of the Yorkist Right (Bonville's cavalry), but the Yorkist centre held firm. York
appeared apoplectic and gesticulating fiercely, while much evidence of panic and impending chaos could
clearly be seen.

Lancastrian morale improved considerably, waving of weapons and cheering spread across the battle
field. The wind changed to E.N.E., carrying the sound of the wounded and dying men and horses of the
right to York and his men in the centre and left.

Yorkist artillery to the left high ground at last silences the Lancastrian large piece there,
while the 2 Lancastrian "crakes" victorious on the right no longer can bear on more foes for "fodder".
In the centre, the York artillery inflicts losses on a cavalry attack from the Lancastrian left
(Neville, Westmorland and Rivers).

Notwithstanding the tremendous Lancaster success on the wings, the Red Rose centre falls back
before a counter-attack with bills-;and cavalry led by Henry Bourchier, Earl of Sussex.

Lancastrian morale remains high; Yorkist is dangerously low.

Yorkist artillery fire, continuing unabated for once, killed more victims among foot and cavalry
alike (Trollope and Devon) by 7.30 a.m. The Lancastrian right wing (Van) and the Yorkist left 'Rear
Battle) each drew back. At last ammunition ran short and the guns fell silent apart from desultory
firing.

200 cavalry under Norfolk advanced to take high ground to the left of the Yorkist position,
Lancastrian cavalry there under Kyme being cut to pieces.

Meanwhile the Yorkist centre pressed forward, cavalry poised to strike, but lost the gallant Earl
of Essex in a hidden pit filled with sharp spikes. An ambush of 500 men hidden in hills, shrub and
trees to the west at once launched themselves downslope and South-Easterly into the Yorkist centre's
left flank; the fierce Dacre of G'ilsland with his Cumbrian cavalry cut through to the River Mole with
out loss, but his supporting infantry including detachments of knights under Entwistle and of Griffith
were themselves ambushed from woods by 600 men under Grey of Ruthin and York's third son Gloucester.
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Although this
Yorkist "counter-

amhush" enjoyed
some initial

success, the Centre
had heen so weak

ened that fresh

Lancastrian foot

arriving hot to
kill could not he

long kept at hay.
Yorkist losses in

the centre mounted

to the point when
morale cracked and

the whole Division

routed.

Meanwhile,
determined Lancas

trian infantry
pressed forward
over high ground to
menace the Yorkist

left (or rear)
hattle and their

cannon, who with
drew in some dis

order losing 10^
in casualties.

From this

action the great
House of York lost

2,600 men (includ
ing Lords Scrope of
Bolton, Fauconherg,
Montagu and Grey of
Wilton killed out

right or died of
wounds) while the
Lancastrians lost

3,600 (including
Lord Roos and Sir

Andrew Trollope).

Lancaster thus

secured a notable

if somewhat Pyrrhic
victory, routing 2
of the enemy's
main Battles and

capturing a Great
Standard (Warwick's
- who was wounded)
and 2 cannon.

Yorkist

commanders learnt

(if they had for
gotten) -

1 i
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a.-R«f kvAJ

1. Not to post large and valuable bodies of troops under cover of dark in what may subsequently
turn out to be positions of vulnerability.

2. To clear potentially dangerous areas of ambush before advancing near them.

3. To move troops in compact masses and not straggle.

A. To make the most of any advantage.

Yorkist troops were harried through the South country but later in the Summer rallied, grew strong
and won a clear but not decisive victory near Bristol.

A NAVAL WARGAME - Continued from Page II

Next project is to refight the Battle of Dogger Bank which should be a walk-over for the British
unless there is an excess of overconfidence or the mistake of Rear Admiral Sir Archibald Moore is
reneat.ea - Tint hnw does one go about incorporating that sort of thing into the rules?

TUNBRIDGE WELLS WARGAMES SOCIETY - WARGAMES AND MILITARY MODET.T.ING EXHIBITION West Kent
College, Brook Street, Tonbridge, Kent. Sunday 2? February 1977 - 10 am - 5 pm. '

Wargame demonstratians, painting,modelling, recognition and wargfune competitions, trade stands.
Our new venue has over twice the space of past years, full off-road parking, and is under 5 minutes
from Tonbridge main line station. Information, bookings, etc. - George Gush, IS^D Upper Grosvenor
Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. (Tel, 26833).



TALKING WARGAMING t

From Tunisia on, tank battles must be considered in
the context of the stopping-power of the high-velocity anti
tank guns employed by both sides, so efficient that they
had the same mechanical effect upon massed armour as a
machine-gun firing on men. The sole exception to this
'blanket' opinion was the Tiger, capable of taking on an
entire squadron of any Allied tanks, be they Churchills,
Shermans or Grants.

-ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH:

holding-power of the adhesive used. It can be painted or
covered with polyfilla or scatter-powder to render it unnotieeable.

ooOoo

The qualities suited to offensive warfare are: activity, audacity, and a good eye, also intelli
gence and resolution.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

obOootr-

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH:

Why did only 7 wargamers attend the recent Wargames Weekend at Theobald's Park, Waltham Cross,
Herts, to take part in a stimulating programme that had as its theme "Fresh Wargaming Activities for
Jaded Palates"? Instructors Chris Scott, Don Featherstone and Ian Colwill (of Skirmish Wargames) put
on a lively programme that included a 6 hour 5inm Napoleonic strategic/tactical battle with 150
battalions, 35 squadrons SfBS batteries on each side; a 95th Rifles in the Peninsular Individual
Skirmish, a film of Verdun 1916 plus stimulating talks and discussions. In a beautiful house (with a
_bar) and including all meals from Friday dinner to Sunday lunch, it only cost £13.00p.

ooOoo

RULE OF THE MONTH:

Simulate 17th century English Civil War cavalry's lack of control by ruling that once melee-
contact is made both sides must remain in contact for the next two moves whatever happens 1 Thus, one
group may break back through their own force, to be followed in hot pursuit by the victorious enemy;
they might even go off the table, allowing the victors to return in the rear of an army!

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Date of Battles of

-ooOoo

Ferozeshah

Fuentes d'Onoro

Beaumont

Gravelotte/St.Privat

2. Who commanded the French Army that surrendered at Metz?

3. Between whom was the Battle of Gaugamela fought in 331 BC?

A. What was the powerful principle feature of 15th century Hussite tactics?

5. Who commanded the French Army defeated by Marlborough at Blenheim?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 26

ooGoo

THIS WOULD MAKE A GOOD WARGAME!

During the Allied invasion of Sicily in 19A3, the Americans made a beach-head at Gela. In unco
ordinated counter-attacks, the Italian Livorno Division attacked in the late morning with infantry and
about 20 tanks in three columns. Severe fighting took place in the streets of Gela between the
American Rangers using a captured battery of German 77mm and their bazookas against the Italian armour.
Colonel Darby in command of American Rangers at Gela in Sicily attacked by Italians with tanks, raced
to the beach in a jeep and commandeered a 37mm anti-tank gun which he hoisted into the jeep and rushed

tanL^° For destroyer he engaged the Italian force to destroy severaltanks. lor his action that day Darby was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.
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WARGAME PUBLICATIONS (SCOTLAND) LTD

Are Pleased to Announce their Extensive Stocks and Ranges for the

FANTASY WARGAMER

McEwan Miniatures

We are the sole U.K. Agents for these figures from the UlS.A.,
winners of the T.S.R. Prize for the Best Wargames Figures for their
Heroes and Wizards Ranges, including -

Toros of Argos; Warrior Maid; Sorceress; Hag; Hunchbacked Servant;
Priestess of Isis; Warrior of Chaos; Dwarves; Man Ores; Lesser
Ores; Harem Girl; Dancing Girl; Hohhit.

also - Monsters - Red, Blue and Black Dragons, Gogroth, Trolls, Weh-
footed Everet, Riding Lizard, Demon, Wolf, Ogre.

And - Accessories - Throne of Xicon, Treasure Chest, Coffins of Law and
Chaos, Skulls, Rune Sword, Flame Sword, Crowns,
Scrolls, Mules,

Pins - Weapons - a wide range of some sixty weapons, shields, helmets,
etc.

der Kriegspielers

Also from America we stock these "Fantastiques" ranges, including -

Dwarves of Strong Visage; Ores of The White Hand; Ores of the Misty
Mountains; Ores of the North; Mounted Allies; Men of Goodly Nature;
Wood Elves of Fair Countenance; Trolls of Evil Disposition; Ores of
the Red Eye; Allies of the Goodly Men; Southerners; Shirefolk; Wild
Hill Men; Easterners and Magical Creatures.

Tactical Studies Rules

Dungeons and Dragons, and the four Supplements - Greyhawk, Black-
moor, Eldritch Wizardry, Gods, Demi-Gods and Heroes, plus Swords and
Spells and Chainmail.

Empire of the Petal Throne, Dungeon, Battle of the Five Armies,
White Bear and Red Moon, War of the Wizards.

- FROM THE U.K. -

Greenwood and Ball - Full range of New "Sword and Sorcery" figures in stock.

Hinchliffe - "Warriors of Mars" range.

Miniature Figurines - Mythical Earth and Sword and Sorcery ranges.

RULES

In addition to the T.S.R. Series of Rules we also stock "Rlnghearer" from
the U.S.A.; "Wizards and Warfare" (Leicester) and "Middle Earth Rules"
(Skytrex).

Catalogue giving full list of U.S.A. Products, and McEwans STARGUARD
RANGE of Science Fiction Figures and Weapons, plus STARGUARD RULES 25p
(Post Free). Also Stockists of Greenwood and Ball, Hinchliffe, Minifigs,
Lamming, Ensign Ships, Fleetline Ships and Superior (Alnavco) from the
U.S.A., Table-Top Games, Wargames Research Group, Leicester, Engisng Books
and Ship Data, NAVWAR, Bellona, Modern Battle Ground, Avalon Hill Games.

WARGAME PUBLICATIONS (SCOTLAND) LTD., St.Georges Buildings, 5 St.Vincent
Place, Glasgow, G1 2DH.
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MUST LIST
This splendid warrior is the latest 5''niiii I " ' "1^6

figure released by AIRFIX - a Bengal Lancer of 7 ■'3a
Skinner's Horse. This, the thirteenth figure to jj
he included in the range is complete with all the ^
horse equipment carried hy these famous Lancers; ipSWti S
all the necessary straps and reins have their SBk ^
templates printed on the instruction leaflet which
is used in conjunction with a thin sheet of
plasticard. In addition to his lance Airfix also ^ j
supply further weaponry in the form of a rifle
and sword sheathed in scahhards. This impressive
figure is produced from a total of 28 parts and
has to he painted from the details given on the
full colour guide and is included with the compre-^^^^Hj^^^^^^SL-

Every month WARRIOR have a full-page advert p
in this magazine and it is this sort of support
that makes our continued existence possible. Ray M M
Seaton of WARRIOR never pushes his figures (not mM | MKM j|k||^LB|Lb_
enough in my opinionl) hut every now and then a WB
modest little parcel arrives and 1 am always in- ■■ ■ ^
terested to see what he has turned out. All figure
designers have their peculiarities and turn out '*1^A
figures that, even to the untutored eye, are
different to those of other designers. Naturally,
there are the H||Hm|H||||||
wargamer is concerned, one man's meat is another
man's poison - which is one way of saying that a
wargames figure is as good as the man who painted it believes 1 WARRIOR FIGURES have always had a
unique appearance, a charm of their own which gives them a certain action that appeals to many war-
gamers - myself included. This latest range of their figures certainly upholds that belief. They
consist of a very interesting range of figures for the American War of Independence and 1 feel that
the spirit of this conflict has truly been caught by these little men in their various action poses.
The full range is as follows - Minuteman Advancing, Attacking and Firing; Frontiersman Marching and
Firing; Continental Infantry Sergeant and Infantry standing firing; Continental drummer, Fifer,
Officer, Standard Bearer and Light Infantry Advancing (Rhode Island). Private Pennsylvania Regt.
Marching; Private 2nd New Hampshire Regt. Advancing; British Private Centre Battln. Advancing and
Firing; British Officer, British Officer Light Infantry; British Light Infantry Private Advancing and
Firing; British Standard Bearer; Brunswick Grenadier Advancing; British Grenadier A3rd Regt. Advancing
and Firing; Private Green Mountain Boys; Iroquois Warrior Advancing and Firing; Scots Light Infantry
Private Advancing and Firing, Officer and Drummer; Piper; Brunswick Grenadier Firing; Dragoon Firing
and Queens Ranger Hussar.

Finally, Ray has put out some late 17th Century (l680) figures which is a rather unusual period,
being Just twenty years after the Restoration and suitable for fighting such fascinating battles of
the early British Army as Tangier and some of the more obscure conflicts in Europe when we were Allied
to the Dutch and other Nations whose names escape me for the moment. The range is as follows -
Grenadier; Dismounted Dragoon; Line Infantry; Officer; Gunner with Rammer, with i ilihstock, with barrel
and . : bucket; Dragoon and Cavalryman. It is pointed out on the list that the majority of these
figures can be used for most European Armies of the period.

In the December issue 1 mentioned some new 30mm Napoleonics from ROSE MINIATURES and included 3
photographs from their latest list. Always a shrewd person who intently reads this column of the
Newsletter, Mary Gammage has sent me along specimens of the three illustrated figures so that 1 can
view them "in the round". Well, of course they are even better and, just as 1 said earlier, they are
peculiar to their designer and have their own style and attraction. And they are attractive in that
they have a more realistic "height-effect" than most figures these days (why do designers seem to like
turning out chunky pieces?) So 1 have in front of me a rather nice Prussian drummer, a Wurtemberg
officer and a Saxon standard bearer - all of them will have real style when painted up. The wargamer
tends to neglect the small but pleasing range of 25 and 30mm wargames figures put out ROSE MINIATURES
so if you want your army to have a "different" appearance to those of your friends and opponents, get
their list!

Talking on the 'phone the other evening to Peter Gilder of HINCHLIFFE MODELS he mentioned that
his latest interest and army in the world of Ancient wargaming was a Late Byzantine force. Having
seen the latest HINCHLIFFE advert 1 know why! 1 have not seen any of these figures but 1 imagine they
will be highly colourful and if Peter Gilder, again winner of the Society of Ancients Wargames Champion
ship, is keen enough to fight with them then they must be an army with the greatest potentialities!
From HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED 1 have received the latest 75mm figure designed by Julian Benassi - a
Landsknecht 1553• Julian Benassi has really captured, in a typically Continental sort of way, the
roistering, swashbuckling style of these ruthless German and Swiss warriors of the l6th century - this
one is showing how typically un-English he is by kicking a passing dog! Of course, 1 have only seen
the castings and the model has not been put together but it is quite evident that a lot of work Jias
gone into It and the resulting figure, when painted, will be highly impressive. 1 have often fancied
having a wargames army of 25mm Landsknechts but 1 am quite confident that 1 would never be able to
paint them!
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wargamer
a ball lately with all these new AIRFIX
plastic 1:32 scale releases. The latest ^K «nlcESMpPw|ff«l^Mll^> . mA
as shown here, are German Mountain Troops irt
in a pack containing A9 pieces that H AAltt^ -
assemble into 28 figures and include men i •''
on skis, pickaxes, machine-guns, rifles, ^
The mountain divisions formed an integral ^tjj/^Kg ^, .German army during the ^

in Poland, France, Russia and Italy as
well as in Norway, the Balkans, Crete M jj i " i nWM|^BBWf i
and Tunisia. This latest release cost
62p per box. ^

stores are fruitful sources of terrain ^P^B
items for wargamers and that of Hamley's H RToy Shop in Regent Street, London,^ ^B^B
OO/HO and N gauge scale buildings under 1^11^,' '
items peculiar to model railway layouts,

wargamers - terraced houses; corner Sfi^ ■
houses; farm; factory; warehouse; 1^. . ^Hb||B
mine and a church. As I remember it, kii-.j *^'*'> 4,^, lithey were quite reasonably priced. '"' %"isM

I have mentioned b'efore the o l ■ 1
Napoleonic Information service carried s SM t"^- -Vj^^
out by W.J.Rawkins, 37 St Philips Road, j; ....v-- •. ^■'" '
Norwich, whose Newsletter number 15 of December '76 has recently come to hand. This unique service
guarantees to research any uniform, any country and reply with fully detailed information sheets,
many illustrated. They have their own professional advisors and considerable research facilities at
their disposal to find out rare or elusive details. Their Uniform Information Sheets are still only
50p including postage and illustrated flags and standards cost 80p. Orders by post only. According
to their Newsletter, it seems that the Russian Napoleonic Campaign is very popular at the moment and
many requests for information ere coming in (probably stimulated by Alan Caton's figures for
Tredition and the 25fflm wargames range by Mini-figs a"H uinchiiffe). There will be available from
December onwards nine Information Sheets on Russian Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery. They can also
supply colour prints of uniforms of the French Imperial Guard at SOp each or £10.00p for the full set
of sixteen plates which for a print 16" x 12" seems very reasonable. They can also supply coloured
prints of Simkin's Scottish Military Uniforms; Royal Artillery Uniforms and Flags and Standards of
the Napoleonic Wars by Keith Over. There are also illustrated information folders on the Austro-
Hungarian Army; the Bavarian Army; the Italian Army; British Line Infantry Regiments 1800-1815 and
British Foreign and Colonial Troops 1800-1815. These are more elaborate publications and cost £2.50p
each. I note that the most popular uniform information sheets requested by their clients are French
Infantry of the Line 1808-1812 and 1812-1815; Brunswick Hussar Regiment 1809-15; Saxony Leib-Kurassier
Regiment 1806-14; French Hussar Regiments, Cuirassier Regiments, Dragoon Regiments, Trumpeters and
musicians.

R.D.Pengel and ^.R.Hurt of 70 Balden Road, Harborne, Birmingham, B32 2EW, have put out their
fourth publication in a limited edition - this time Russian Infantry Uniforms of the 7 Years War which
is a complementary edition to their first on Russian Flags. This is a very worthwhile non-profit
making enterprise which fulfills a great need for the wargamer and I think that Mr. Pengel's letter
that accompanied the review copy of the rules is of interest -

"Very briefly this is our fourth publication in a limited edition and although we previously in
tended to do the French flags of the foreign corps first, the call for uniforms to supplement our
Russian infantry flags was very clear so we have made our priority in this field and will do the pro
jected French booklet in the New Year period. We hope you like the result and the price is 60p in
cluding postage, etc., owing to extra printing prices for the additional pages. Our reprint of the
first booklet is now on artpaper and retails at 40p including p/p. As you can imagine we are still
keeping prices as low as possible under the circumstances. Hopefully, we will keep providing for
readers interests and numerous requests for minor German states, Sweden, etc., are foremost in our
mind. The scope for the period is wide and there is so much to be done such as cavalry, artillery
and tactics. We hope we can keep the series going with your help. In closing we would like to thank
our readers for their support and many well known personalities who have favourably reviewed our
works."

The book is an absolute mine of information, including copious text and numerous full-page draw
ings of uniforms of various ranks and regiments; accoutrements, equipment, headgear, weapons and, of
the greatest value to wargamers, regimental and formation organisations.

Talking of Continental armies I note that PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS, South Campus Courts D, West



Lafayette, Indiana 47907, U.S.A., can supply a Look called THE ARMY OF FRANCIS JOSEPH Hy Gunther E.
Rothenberg, which they claim is the first analytical full-length study of the army of Francis Joseph
throughout its history from 1815 to I9I8. It considers campaigns, battles and leaders together with
its role in the continuous struggle against national division and disintegration of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. It has 312 pages and costs ^12.00.

From SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS UK, Crown Passages, Hale, Altrincham, Cheshire, 1 have received a
most extensive list of their available boardgames - far too voluminous to include in these pages in
full detail but 1 will endeavour to list them under periods which are - Games of the Contemporary Era;
Power Politics Series Games; Fantasy and Science Fiction Games; Games of World War Two; Games of World
War One; Games of the 19th Century; Games of the Pre-19th Century; plus listings of games by different
makers and a full description and title of everything that is available. Board wargamers - this is
for you'. Simulations Publications also sent me a leaflet advertising OUTREACH - the conquest of the
Galaxy 3OOO AD which is a grand stategic simulation of intra-Galactic conflict on a 23" x 35" board
depicting an area of some 28,000 x 50,000 light years. If you like boardgames and if your fancy turns
to these far flights of imagination, then you will probably like this game which sells at £4.99p boxed
or £3.99p unboxed.

The BALBOA GAME COMPANY of Box 989, Bellflower, Ca. 90706, U.S.A., have also sent me a list of
their latest boardgames and rules for wargaming. Possibly the latter is more interesting to our read
ers so 1 will list their availability - Air Power (W.W.ll tactical); Angriff (W.W.ll, infantry and
armour); Armour and lnfantr:>' 1925-1950; Armour Infantry 1950-1975; Bio One (Hit location of bullets on
the body); Banzai (Japanese infantry rules for W.W.ll); Basic Fighter Combat Manual (Tactical W.W.ll);
Fighter Companion; Fighter Pilot (Tactical W.W.ll); Fletcher Pratt Naval (Fleet battles W.W.ll);
Infantry Action 1925-70; Modern Rules (Armour); Naval Warfare 1939-45; Panzer Warfare; Second World
War; Tractics (W.W.ll armour); Unit Organisations of W.W.ll (Charts and Descriptions); World War 11,
Coastal Warfare (Naval); 1944 W.W.ll; Ancient Rules 1000 BC to 100 AD; Ancient Warfare; Classic War
fare 150OBC to 6OOAD; Condottiere I3OO to 150O AD; Gladiator (individual Combat); God's Acre 1000 to
1300 AD; Greek Naval Warfare; Legion (Strategic level, basic WGR rules); Musketeer 1490-1690; Samurai;
Sword and Spear (5th Ed. Individual combatj Ancients); War Game Rules 3OOOBC to I25OAD (WGRG, 5th Ed);
Dungeons and Dragons (individual Role Playing) - Supplements - Grej'hawk, Blackmoor, Eldritch Wizardrj',
Gods, Demi-Gods and Hero, Sword and Spells (Field Battles); Character Archaic (player aid for D & D
and EPT); Chainmail (Medieval Warfare with Fantasy); Dungeon Master Kit, Palace of the Vampire Queen;
Knights of the Round Table; Ringbearer (2nd Ed); Royal Armies of the Hyborean Age; Swordplay (individ
ual sword fighting); Tunnels and Trolls (individual Role Playing); Supplements - T & T sup and Buffalo
Castle.

1 am pleased tS^lK^LBOA all that publicity because 1 feel a bit guilty about the next item! They
also sent me a boxed game H-HOUR - Individual World War 11 Infantry combat in a village or town which
can be played by 2 to 20 players and costs ^12.00. Well, 1 cannot even begin to give more than a
description of this game because it has not been play-tested and on looking through its no doubt com
prehensive rules to board wargamers, my mind went into its usual complete blank when faced with any
thing other than the most simple of rules! The game has a very full 31 page instruction booklet and
an extensive series of coloured and black-and-white cards which seemingly make up a playing board and
upon which one erects the houses which are outlined on yet more sheets (perhaps they have to be cut
out but 1 cannot be clear on this). There are also three large sheets of cut-out die-cast counters
for the United States, the Russians and the Germans - presumably British soldiers in World War 11 did
not indulge in such hectic operations as this! And there is one 20-slded dice. If you can make any
thing of that then 1 am pleased - 1 shall endeavour to pass the game on to somebody who can play-test
it and let me have a report but 1 notice 1 give these out but never seem to get reports back - 1 must
chase them up!

Gird up your loins for some more evasive comments! It always embarrasses me when people send me
wargames rules to review because it is impossible to give a true and accurate review without play-
testing them and even then, wargamers being what they are, the reviewers views are probably poles
apart from the intentions of the formulator of the rules. On top of that, 1 am just about the last
person in the world who ought to give an opinion on such rules because 1 am all for simple back-of-a-
postcard rules which give a fast and lively game. Obviously, serious and conscientious rules-
formulators seek to put out sets of conditions which cover every single aspect that is likely to be
encountered, including the man who sails close-to-the-wind if not actually cheating in his interpreta
tion of the rules. This is all very well but rarely succeeds in its objective because whatever is
done and however many pains are taken, nothing that happens on a wargames table bears more than a co
incidental resemblance to real war! The scaling-down of numbers and distances that are necessary in
wargaming provide an inevitable basic foundation for lack of realism and, with that premise in mind,
who is to decide at what point we cease trying to be realistic and get on with enjoying the battle?
Therefore, in that context and after reading the last paragraph of this month's Editorial, 1 trust
the wargamer will read what 1 say about these rules and then make up his own mind in an unprejudiced
and unbiased manner!

The first set of rules 1 received were No.1 WARGAMES COMMAND WARGAMES RULES FOR WORLD WAR TWO by
John Traynor (c/o 22 Old Cote Drive, Heston, Hounslow, Middlesex TW5 ORW) which cost £1.50p plus 30p
postage and packing. Well, without doubt World War II wargaming 1^ a relatively complicated business
if only because of the vast disparity of troops, weapons, calibres, etc., etc., so it is reasonably
understandable that these rules should consist of 26 closely typed pages which cover communications
and orders; details of AFVs; visibility; firing (AP; HE; Infantry); 1KB (sort of morale) factor;
movement; Engineering; aircraft and AA fire. It is interesting to note that despite so many details
Mr. Traynor's rules appear to be based on a Strike and Defence value system. This is interesting
because when I started wargaming in 1957 one of the half-a-dozen of us who indulged in such esoteric
practices in this country included Lionel Tarr of Bristol whose rules for World War 11 wargaming are
given in my book WARGAMES published in 1964 and include .... Strike and Defence Values! Without
going too deeply into the rules there may well be something in John Traynor's 1KB Factor, which
stands for "1 know better" and represents a unit's readiness to comply with orders. It replaces
morale and John Traynor claims that it is simpler, being tested every bound (game-move). Well, 1
hope my description of these rules hasn't put the Kiss of Death on them because they are obviously



well thought out, beautifully produced and may well give a wonderful WorH.d War II game - but they
are just not for me!

Much the same situation prevails over the second set of rules I have received ACTION UNDER SAIL
1756-1815 by S.Birnie which cover the naval tactics used for the period between the Seven Years War
and the fall of Napoleon. Naval wargames are not easy to simulate although they possess the basic
advantage of being able to be played on a one-for-one basis i.e. you can actually reproduce Trafalgar,
Jutland or whatever you like on a table-top with each ship participating that actually fought in the
historic encounter. Nevertheless, 1 still draw back a little when I find that it takes AO pages of
closely typed rules to tell me how to fight Napoleonic (or thereabouts) naval wargaraes. Just as do
all the compilers of fairly voluminous rules, 1 know that S.Birnie will tell me that in reality they
are very simple and all 1 need to do is to tightly grasp the double-sided concise rule sheet and all
will be well! If that Is the case then why can't we have a double-sided sheet set of rules rather
than deterring would-be wargamers by page-after-page of instructions, charts, etc., etc? However, in
all fairness 1 must mention that these rules are a formal presentation of a series of well founded
points used over a number of years at the Halifax Wargames Society by the author and several of his
fellow club members, they have also been developed by Peter Morrison (who everyone knows is a deep
thinker on these points) and J.Harrison so obviously, if you are temperamentally suited, they must
have something that gives a good game. Do not be deterred by my blanching at such length - beg,
borrow, buy or steal a copy and try them for yourself, then sit back and say Don Featherstone must
be dead simple if he can'L understand these! They are published by the Georgiann Press, 72 Philips,
Avenue, Farnworth, Bolton NIA 9BJ - 1 am afraid I do not know the price.

In a recent issue I mentioned the set of 5''imm figures for . Gandamack (from the painting of W.
B.Wollen R}A.) in Jan. i8A2, put out by EAGLE MINIATURES, P.O.Box lA, Barry, South Glamorgan CF6 6YB.
Apparently my words touched the heart of their creator Paul Shingler so that he rang me and, in the
course of talking, said that he would send down a set of them for my perusal. Well, they have
arrived and whilst they might not be quite as suitable as 1 had thought for Individual Skirmish war-
gaming they will certainly make up into a very colourful and almost touching diorama. Each figure
is beautifully turned out and has really caught the spirit of the period. 1 always feel very sad
when I get things like this about my execrable painting ability because, unless 1 find a kind fellow
with lots of time to spare who will paint and make it up for me, 1 have no chance of ever owning
these in more than their nice cellophane package lots at the moment. But before you all rush to
offer, let me hasten to say that in John Cox and the South Hants Military Modellers I have a most
competent and willing friend who occasionally does such things for me. Paul also sent me down the
very first distributed figure of a Frank, ■ ' ■ ■ J- i by a new designer who is putting out
some more. This looked really fearsome and is completely in accordance with the "off-beat" range of
figures that EAGLE Miniatures can supply. Just in case you are not familiar with the range, here it

United States Marine Corps officer C1928 in khaki field dress and campaign hat, loading automa
tic pistol; British Officer, Naval Brigade, C1879, in blue naval uniform wearing gaiters and carrying
telescope; British Officer, Gurkha Rifles, CI96O, in green parade uniform; Indian Officer, Gurkha
Rifles, C1880, in green service uniform; Two British Officers in winter dress - one standing, one
sitting, complete with two boxes, log fire, coffee pot and cups, Crimean period C1855; British Private
in greatcoat, carrying firewood, Crimean period C1855; British Surgeon standing arms crossed in front
holding cap; French Foreign Legion Officer C1905 in parade uniform; French Foreign Legionaire CI9OO
in white field service dress (tropical), carrying Lebel Rifle and mopping brow; Hun Warrior, Fifth
Century, holding sword in right hand and severed head in left, dressed in mail and skins; French
Foreign Legionaire CIS63, Mexico Campaign, standing at rest with rifle and Georges Guynemer, famous
French Air Ace of the First World War, in parade dress.

These figures are available in kit form at £l.A5p, postage and packing 1 kit 15p, 2 kits 20p, 3
kits 25p. All kits comprise i a metal figure, cast metal base, weapons and equipment as applicable,
painting instructions and colour photograph. It is also possible to obtain hardwood bases with under-
felt upon which the figures can be mounted very advantageously.

An old friend, naval wargamer Barry Carter writes:- "Your references to Atlantic HO/OO plastic
kits and figures has got me scouring local newsagents and model shops much as 1 used to do in the
1960's when looking for the dwindling supplies of Eaglewall ships! Perhaps it would help wargamers
in this area to know that kits are being stocked - and figures may follow - by English and Son, News
agent, lA Windmill Road, Headington, Oxford."

Not really
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in the right section, but lacking space on BOOK pages, here are details of the latest
Armor and Aircraft Handbooks Armor No.i5 "GERMAN RAILROAD GUNS IN ACTION" by Joachim
well stimulate the model builder and such a gun could form the objective in a wargame

o neutralise it in a given time. As always, there are astonishing photographs showing
enormity of these weapons, and a colour section indicating camouflage schemes. The
is highly informative being accompanied by line-drawings and plans. The "B-A7 STRATO-
tells of the U.S.aircraft, that was the backbone of SAC's bomber fleet in the '50s.
ive in its size and appearance as the railroad guns mentioned above, this huge aircraft
ctured in both black/white and colour in a manner that will excite all air^war fans.
^3.95 and can be purchased in U.K. from Almark.

Wargamer Dick Tennant (now resident in Holland after a period in Taiwan) tells me that UNICEF
(P.O.1857, Den Haag 2011, Nederland) sell interesting cardboard North African and Asian houses. There
are two sets, each 12.50 (about £3 per set) - No.l Educoll makes A living-styles from West Africa; No.
2 Educoll makes A different African houses. They look interesting in the photograph, and will fit in
with 25/30mm figures.

ANYGITE IMTBRESTED IM CUT-PRICE BOOKS ????.?

MIHDBl BOOKS (9 Market Place, Mildenhall, West Suffolk) have secured a large number of

briBid-new books and publications from ALMARK, which they are selling at much reduced prices

- see next month's advert for full details.



LETTERS

INTERNATIONALE MODELL & WARGAME GESELLSCHAFT DEUTSCHLAND

"Three of us made the journey down to Mannheim on the 19th November for the US Forces Hhine
Confederations Convention. Saturday the 20th was given over to displays, hoard games, Western Gun
fight and a figure/army display competition which we were asked to judge in the absence of Frank
Hinchliffe. The standard of painting and presentation was very high indeed and we had great difficul
ty in picking winners. It has also spurred me into rushing home and repainting my standards. We
attended a very fine lecture on Napoleon by an incredible visiting professor and in the evening
attended a dinner party. We were made very welcome indeed and in the speech of Welcome were forgiven
for the inconvenience we caused 200 years ago. I replied that we regarded the 'ith of July as "Thanks
giving" and presented them with my Regimental plaque. On Sunday we held a mighty Napoleonic battle,
the three of us plus two Junior Americans with our French Army against the combined forces of Saxony,
Nassau and Prussia. Someone once said that "the British always fight uphill and on the corners of
h different map sheets", and this was no exception. We had to capture the villages of Menden, Hemer
and the high ground beyond in all of which the Saxons and Nassau were strongly entrenched. The
Prussians appeared later as a relief column. We managed to take half of Hemer and Menden but failed
completely in the centre. The game was a gigantic slogging match which was at times very exciting
and remarkable for the lack of acrimony.

I would like to particularly stress and express our appreciation and thanks for the warm and
friendly manner in which we were received. We plan to have a return bout in February '77 the planning
outline is on the "NOTICE BOARD""

Major Richard J. Moore ROT, BFPO 34.

(This arises from the letter of the RHINE CONFEDERATION WARGAMING SOCIETY published on p.9 of the
December WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER^

ooOoo

"The September edition of the Newsletter has at last caught up with me at my new address. I was
pleased to see my letter on the Napoleonic Skirmish publisheu out unfortunately the most important line
in the second paraerapL was missed out. It should have read "However, 1 particularly remember that the
general opinion was that only between one-quarter and one-third of a force should be detached to act in
open or extended order and that balance should be kept to support the action witVi replacements and act
as a final reserve should the skirmishers be forced back."

The aspect of the common lack of reserves in wargaming has been discussed in several articles over
the past year or so. However, this consideration of a slower rate of fire for skirmishers, I think, is
a most reasonable requirement.

1 shall be very pleased to make contact with anyone interested in wargaming and military modelling
around this part of Europe."

Dick Tennant, De Veender 10, Veldhoven, N.Brabant, Netherlands.

(inadvertently, the line was omitted - look it_ug^gnd_refresh your memory. D.F.)

THE VICTORIAN MILITARY SOCIETY

The quarterly meeting of the Society was held in December at the
National Army Museum and included a French Foreign Legion Skirmish wargame,
staged by the Wargames Study Group; a lecture on The Infantry Battalion on
the Eve of War 1914 by Dave Langley; and a painting competition, the winners

L  of which were David Grieve (34mm, 21st Lancer officer, full dress, 1900),
and Stuart Asquith (30mm and below. Skirmish, US/Mexican War, 1846).

.J Members also had an
^  opportunity to see the copies
7 ' Britains figures cast and

painted by American member T' T j ^
Harold Pestana, whleh are to 1')^$^ ̂  A U ^
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BOOK
REVIEWS

WARGAMING PIKE-and-SHOT t)y Donald Featherstone
(Sf" X 5-4"; 160 pages; 30 maps; David and
Charles - £^.50p'- avallahle through Wargamer's
Newsletter, personally Inscribed and signed by
the author £5.00p including postage and packing).

In the early fifteenth century, artillery
and the hand-held firearm were rapidly superseding
the bow and edged weapons and for the next 250
years pike-and-shot prevailed. Gunpowder so
dominated the battlefield that armour, except for
the helmet and breastplate worn by heavj' cavalry
and pikemen, was discard^ed. It was an era that
made many positive forward steps in the art of
warfare and is particularly attractive for simu
lation in miniature because of its colour,
tactical innovations and brilliant commanders.

Each battle described in this book is a

significant and outstanding example of the art of
warfare and the development of military tactics
in this period. They are eminently suitable for
scaling-down to realistic table-top proportions
because of the size of the armies and the area of battlefield. By re-fighting them, the wargamer can
transform himself into an historical commander, savour his excitement and triumphs and suffer his mis-
Judgements and disappointments

The contents of the book are as follows - Introduction; The battle of Ravenna: 11 April 1512
(Italian Wars); The Battle of Pavia: February 1525 (Italian Wars); The Battle of Mohacs: 29 August
1526 (Turkish Conquest of Hungary); The Battle of Ceresole: Ik April 15kk (Italian Wars); The Battle
of Pinkie: 10 September 15'i7 (Anglo-Scots Wars); The Battle of Dreux: 19 December 1562 (French
Religious Wars); The Battle of Coutras: 20 October 1587 (French Religious Wars); The Battle of Arques:
21 September 15S9 (French Religious Wars); The Battle of Nieuport: 2 July I6OO (Dutch War of Indepen
dence); The Battle of Breitenfeld: 18 September I631 (Thirty Years War); The Battle of Lutzen: 16
November 1632 (Thirty Years War); The Battle of Rocroi: 19 May l6k3 (Thirty Years War); The Battle of
Cropredy Bridge: 29 June l6kk (English Civil War); The Battle of Auldearn: 9 May 16^5 (English Civil
War); The Battle of the Dunes: lA June I65& (Franco-Spanish Wars); Appendices; Rules for Wargames;
Availability of Wargames Figures; Terrain and Bibliography.

Each of the fifteen battles covered in the book is illustrated with two maps.

THE SELEUCID ARMY - Organization and Tactics in the Great Campaigns by B.Bar-Kochva. (87" x 5f";
306 I'ages; 17 maps Cambridge University Press - £5.50p).

This book was sent me for review by Sean C.O'Hogan of Minden Books, 9 Market Place, Mildenhall,
West Suffolk. This enterprising organisation are digging-out various academic publications which they
consider will appeal to wargamers - this title is a good example of an academic work with an unexpected
popular interest and augurs well for their future choices. It is certainly a book right up the street
of all those Society of Ancients enthusiasts who write in and read Slingshot. Written in a distinctly
academic but highly readable manner, its pages authoritively detail all that one should need to know
to form armies of this period and fight them in an authentic manner. Its maps (including pull-out
charts of battle formations) are of value and interest and even its copious notes at the rear of the
book are packed with information. The book's contents are as follows - Part 1 : Organization - the
numerical strength of the Seleucid armies; Sources of manpower - The military settlements and The
national contingents; The regular army - Heavy infantry. Cavalry and Elephants and chariots; The
Command - king, strategoi and other officers; Training and discipline. Part 11 : The Army in Action -
Seleucus- 1 at Ipsus (301 BC); Against Demetrius at Cyrrhestica (285 BC); The victory over Molon (220
BC); The storming of the Porphyrion Pass (218 BC); The Battle of Raphia (217 BC); The crossing of the
Elburz range (210 BC); The battle of Panion (200 BC); The defence of Thermopylae (19I BC); The battle
of Magnesia (190 BC); The march to Beith-Zacharia (l62 BC) and Bacchides against Judas Maccabaeus at
Elasa (160 BC).

1 found the "type-written" format of the book interesting but would have thought that such a
method would have enabled it to have been published at a considerably cheaper price - but then the
economics of publishing are a complicated business these days 1

JANE'S WORLD ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES by Christopher F.Foss. (lO" x 8"; A37 pages; A80 photo
graphs. MacDonald and Jane's Publishers Ltd. - £7.95p).

The publishers claim that this is ".... the most comprehensive book on modern armoured fighting
vehicles ever to be published in English" is difficult to challenge and it will certainly be a work
of reference for not pnly the wargamer but those delving much more deeply into the armour of modern
armies. It details in great depth all types of AFVs including main battle tanks, light tanks, re
connaissance vehicles, armoured cars, APCs and MlCVs, internal security vehicles, tank destroyers,
self-propelled guns, mobile anti-aircraft systems, armoured load carriers, bridgelayers and armoured
recovery vehicles. Each vehicle has a full list of user countries, manufacturer, current status, full



d«ta tkble with details of armament, dimensions, speed, armour, a full development history, detailed
description and a list of variants of the basic vehicle. In a most comprehensive manner, the book
covers not only current in—service vehicles but also those in development and those whose development
has only recently been started and which will not enter service until the 19POs. Personally, my mind
boggles at the amount of work and research that has gone into this book whicli sliould be eagerly read
and translated by all countries concerned so that they can find out wliat their rivals can line up
against them! Beautifully produced and illustrated, a book one is proud to own.

JANE'S POCKET BOOK l6 - PISTOLS AND SUB-MACHINE GUNS edited by Denis Archer. (vi" x Aj"; 237
pages; about 200 line drawings and photographs. MacDonald and Jane's Publishers Ltd - £3.75p cased,
£2.75p PVC limp).

The copy 1 received was a PVC limp edition which 1 consi
style and quite in keeping with its title. Just as the last
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Also from MacDonald and Jane's 1 have received two new titles in their MacDonald World War 2 Fact
File series. They are U.S. NAVY AND MARINE CORPS FIGHTERS and Part 1 JAPANESE ARMY FIGHTERS - both by
William Green and Gordon Swanborough. They sell at £2.95p (cloth) and £1.75p (paper covers); each are
10-j" X 8" and contain an average of about 60 pages plus a fine and numerous selection of photographs
and'diagrams of the aircraft concerned, many in colour and depicting action situations. This new
series is prepared by experts who edit the world's foremost military, naval and aviation reference
books and covers the fighting forces of the principal countries who fought in the Second World War.
Each study proves a readable narrative supplemented by separate sections on technical details of
weaponary, logistics and general administration seldom given in campaign and battle studies. If you
are interested in aircraft or are a wargamer fighting World War 11 with an aircraft fringe interest
then these books will be invaluable.

ONE MAN'S VISION - The Story of Rhodesia by W.D.Gale. (sf" x 51"; 288 pages; 33 illustrations; 3
maps. Books of Rhodesia Publishing Company ("PVT) Ltd., PO Box 199^, Bulawayo, Rhodesia).

This is another of the proudly produced Rhodesiana Reprint Library Silver Series, a continuing
series published at two-monthly intervals. Each plays its part in proclaiming to the world that much-
maligned Rhodesia has a colourful history of foresight, struggles, efforts, endeavours and hard work
by men whose like we shall'.! not see again and whose presence would certainly benefit our world today.
The Colonial wargamer will find this book intriguing as the author has worked largely from the original
manuscripts of and interviews with pioneers as he tells the complete story from Oc(upation to Rebellion,
describing in detail the gathering and march of the Pioneer Column, conflict with the Portuguese, the
Boer invasion, the infant settlements, the Matabele War of 1893 and the Matabele and Mashona Rebellions
of 1896-97. The illustrations are stimulating and informative. A beautifully produced book on a most
interesting subject, quite unique in this day and age.

Also from MacDonald and Jane's have come two more of their World War 2 Fact Files (10^^" x 8"; 6A
pages; 2, 3 or 4 photographs per page; £1.75p). ALLIED PISTOLS. RIFLES AND GRENADES by Peter
Chamberlain and Terry Gander. In text and pictures, this Fact File covers all the pistols and bolt
action rifles used in action by the Allied troops in World War 11 from the famous Lee-Enfield Rifle
to the Russian Mosin-Nagant rifle. The text contains the history of each weapon and data concerning
its calibre, size, weight, muzzle-velocity, cylinder capacity plus a photograph of the weapon and
many of it being carried or used in action.

AXIS PISTOLS. RIFLES AND GRENADES by Peter Chamberlain and Terry Gander. This is the complemen
tary volume to the above and details the pistols and rifles used by the Axis Powers and the nations
under their control. Many Italian, Czech, Austrian and Hungarian weapons are included and the format
and style of the book is as for the Allied version.

These are really first-class sources of information at an extremely low price. They deal in con
siderable depth with every hand-held weapon used by both sides in World War 11 and, even if you have
no practical use for such research, they make extremely interesting reading.

THE HORSE IN WAR by J.M.Brereton. (David and Charles (1976) - £4.95p). This is an interesting
introduction to the subject. Much has been compressed into l60 pages. From a preface dealing with
Eohippus - Dawn Horse - to the final development of cavalry from the horse to the automobile - the
replacement of animal bymechanical locomotion. Most facets of the subject are touched on, from the
Hittite chariot to the combination of tank and aeroplane. In such a short space the author must
necessarily be selective, but within that space he has covered a wide field. This is primarily a
background book for the wargamer - but he will find it most interesting and entertaining. The
illustrations are profuse and various. Indeed 1 found only one glaring error, and in a footnote. On
page 119 the author refers to Erskine Childers "War and the Arme Blanche". The book in which Childers
read the lessons of the South African War with much more acumen than the British Cavalry Leaders, such
as French and Haig. But in a footnote the author says that Childers "died before a British firing
squad." It was not the British who shot Childers. It was the Irish Free State Government who, after
the treaty that gave the South independence, executed, or judicially murdered Childers.

W.T.Thurbon.



LOOKING AROUND

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society
reports and other items of interest to Naval wargamers.

Vol.9: No.10. Contains Naval wargame

CAMPAIGN (and Panzerfaust) MAGAZINE - Novemher-Deceraher 1976. Mostly concerned with board
gaming and containing numerous articles on the latest games, their tactics, method of play, etc.,
etc. Includes an interesting article on the British Army of the American Revolutionary period plus
a feature on the latest military miniatures for wargaming and a detailed analysis of all the latest
boardgames. American in its style and format but undoubtedly of interest and value if you are a
board-wargamer.

CFFH - Journal of the Club Francais de la Figurine Historique - Bulletin No. l6.k. In French
this enthusiastic and well produced magazine contains a great deal of interest to wargamers and
military collectors including details of a visit to the Chateau de L'Emperi that treasure-house of
French military uniforms. Articles on uniforms and dress of Ancient Egypt; 18th Century flags and
standards; Napoleonic uniforms; how to make a French supply wagon 188^ plus modelling details for
converting plastic figures. Also includes numerous black-and-white uniform plates and an index of
past issues.

GUIDON - Vol.3^, No.2 1976 - Published quarterly by the Miniature Figure Collectors of America.
Mostly concerning the troops of the American Revolution - Germans, Hesse-Cassel, 71st Highlanders,
17th Light Dragoons, plus details of Standards of the period and a feature on the latest 5^nim figures.

MILITARY MODELLING - January 1977. Crammed from cover-to-cover with items of military interest
including well illustrated articles on buildings for dioramas, modelling workshop, uniform information.
The Camel Corps and the Gordon Relief Expedition 188'4-1885, the white uniforms of the French Army
1806-7 plus other features on uniforms, vehicles, figures,; etc,, etc.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue No.35. Beautifully produced as always and full of well illustrated and in
teresting articles - this one includes Blockade Runners World War II; Brigadier Mike Calvert on
Operation Amherst (French and Belgian SAS troops in Holland 19^45); The Catalina Aircraft; Jaroslawice
191^ (a fierce battle of World War l); Major-General James Lunt on India's Army Today; and The Second
Vietnam War. Issue number 36 has articles on the Battle of France 19^iO; John Laffin on Massad - the
Israel Secret Service; Russian Tanks 191^-19^5; Memphis 1862 - an interesting battle of the American
Civil War; Manila Bay 19'f2-4»5 by Ian Hogg; and the huge six-engined German aircraft ME323 Gigant.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - January 1977. To stimulate palates still jaded from Christmas! Coutaiiis well
illustrated features on British Hussars 1796-1815; Lee and Grant taiiks; Organisation and uniforms of
the Franco-Prussian War; 1:32 scale AFV crew figures; Talking Wargaming - Campaigning the Roman Civil
War b5' Don Featherstone plus reviews of the latest kits, models, books, correspondence pages, etc.

FUSILIER - The Magazine of the Aberdeen Wargames Society - December 1976. This second edition of
this Club magazine includes a Battle Report of Sahagun 1811; articles on The Alans; Re-fighting
Waterloo and other features. Also included is a Supplement "ANCIENT RULES" one of which they will
put out with every issue. These rules appear to be fairly straight-forward (only 11 pages) and will
probably give as good a game as their formulators desire. The Fusilier is primarily for members of
the Aberdeen Wargames Society who get it free but anyone else wanting the rules and would like to see
what they are using up in Aberdeen are welcome to purchase the magazine to obtain them. Write to Ken
Clark, 291 Holburn Street, Aberdeen, Scotland.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Winter 1976. A good issue for wargamers,
containing a useful article (with map) of the English Civil War battle of Rowton Heath; details of the
forces involved in the Peninsular during the War of th-e Spanish Succession plus fine articles on
Almeida during the "other" Peninsular War, and a beautifully illustrated article (fine old photographs)
and line-drawings by Charles Stadden) "Personalities and Dress Distinctions of the Household Cavalry
iss'i-ei"

SOLDIER - January 1977 The Army "newspaper", full of information on the modern British Army,
with a useful 1977 diary of military events. Includes illustrated articles on post-service Gurkhas;
Hong Kong Volunteers; Operation "Spearpoint", etc., plus reviews of military LP's, books and corres
pondence.

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath)
k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late I9th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for I917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.
25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

battlefields 55p (02).



NOTICE BOARD

MARGATE "SALUTE '77"

The South London Warlords (in conjunction with Tljanet Council) are proud to present higger and
longer than ever hefore three days of war at the Winter Gardens, Margate, Kent. A Convention cater
ing for all forms of wargaraing and military modelling on 15th, 'l6th and 17th April 1977.

PROGRAMME; Friday - Under 18 Wargaraes Competitions (with prizes).
Saturday - Wargame Demonstrations. Intercluh Wargame Competitions (with prizes).
Sunday - Wargame Demonstrations. Final - IntercluD Wargame Competitions. Painting

competitions - organised hy South East London Wargames Group Trophies and
Medals for 15 Classes.

AMONG THE ATTRACTIONS: During the three days there will he challenge matches for Board Games (Boxed
games) and Wargames (fighting with figures). The full size Militaria units will he present, and plans
for a parade through Margate is heing organised. Trade Stands and a Bring-and-Buy Stall.

Accommodation' facilities at reasonable prices can he arranged. All enquiries to - Will Power,
c/o Valentine Guest House, 51-53 Godwin Road, Cliftonville, Kent.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^ inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for 05.50). Back numbers March 197'i to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 51i Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.

ooGoo

DER RHEINBUND INTERNATIONAL MILITARY MODELLING AND WARGAMES SOCIETY CONVENTION are holding a 2
day Convention in the Air Trooping Centre Dusseldorf on Saturday and Sunday 26 and 27 February 1977,
with the following proposed programme

Saturday 26 February - 1000 - 1800 hrs. - Displays of Military and other Models: Dioramas: German
Flat Figurines.

Demonstration Napoleonic Wargame.
Open Tables for Wargaming (all types).

Sunday 27 February - 1000 - 1800 hrs. - Return challenge game.
Rheinbund v US Forces Rhein Confederation Society.
Open Tables for any other Wargames.

Light refreshments will be available. Entrance Free.

ooOoo

FOR SALE: Minifig's old and new type 25mm Macedonians, Greeks and Persians (painted and un-
painted); Airfix boxed sets, books and other oddments. Send S.A.E. for full list to B.Tester, 177
Manor Hall Road, Southwick, Sussex.

ooOoo

The Ancient Battlegaming Club was formed in 1973 and had at that time 5 members. At the moment
of writing we have some 30 members. Proves something, does it not? Members are from Belgium, the
Netherlands and West Germany. A.B.C. tries to form a Continental Wargaming Society with interests in
the history of war (Ancient and Middle Ages till 15OO AD). Our club activities are - several meetings
a year plus one special annual general meeting. Our magazine Sarissa comes out every three months
with articles on wargaming, history and battle reports. Membership fees, including subscription rate
for the magazine is 250 Belgian Francs each year (about £'i). Any interested people should contact
the President, K.Doms, Edegemse Steenweg 77, 2550 Kontlch, Belgium, or the Secretary, Peter Vanhooren,
Edgard Tinellaan A, 2550 Kontlch, Belgium.

ooOoo

ANSWERS TO QUIZ OF THE MONTH on Page

1. a) 21 December I8A5; b) 5 May I8II; c) 26 April 179'*; d) 18 August 1870.

2. Marshal Bazaine.

3. Darius's Persians and Alexander's Macedonians.

A. Armoured gun-wagons.

5. Marshal Tallard.



StVE ion MINE101OOOEOWG FOOOl
MINIATURE WARFARE LTD "SIS'
18B The Pantiles JunbridgeJWells^Kent^^

A SIMPLE NEW WAY TO SAVE TIME & MONEY Just look through the militabia
PRESS & CATALOGUES tUK EOITIONS ONLY 1 AND MAKE YOUR CHOICE. LIST YOUH VARIOUS REQUIREMENTS AS WE
SHOW ON THE SPECIMEN ORDER LINE BELOW. SIGN & DETACH THIS PAGE AND SEND CASH WITH OHDER. WE 00
Sinr-H MOST LEADING MAKFBS METAL FIGURES & EOUIPMENT - BUT IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT, WE'LL GET IT FOR
YOU I ONE STAMPED ENVELOPE PLUS ONE CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER COVERS EVERYTHING . WHY NOT
INCLUDE YOUR FRIEND'S ORDER AND SAVE POSTAGE ? NOTE; IF we can not supply your money WILL be
refunded in part or In full, and this form will be returned witb goods for you to check. IF this sheet is not
large enough, attach sheet of paper set out as below to cover extra items. Book titles, etc, should be
entered in 'Description' column. BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE - and include ail REFERENCE NUMBERS.

Please Supply ; [where possible include alternative choice ) , 1
' ' I r I DQIPC

Trade or Brand Name Description - Title - Identification

HIMCHLIFF^ mPELS BRiTtsH NAPOLEONIC

SCALE REF.NP | QUANT.
/

Packing & Postage;- UK.add lOpence in the £, minimum charge 15p
Orders for £10 and over FREE. Overseas surface mail add 25pin the £.
Air Mali - Add35p in the £ up to ten pounds - Over £10 add 25pin the £.

sign here;

address; Postage

phone;

Amount Enclosed £



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINUTURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowies

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON. El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISIHG FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY HGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us . . .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN XR/MS
PUBUCHOLISE

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

NEWA10DEL
/IR/HY I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

GREENWOOD POSTAGE RATES
UPTO £2 —25p

£4 —55p
£6 —75p
£7 —80p
£10 —£1.00

POST FREE

Sung Chinese
IC1 Officer

IC2 Standard bearer

IC3 Heavy Infantry (thrusting spear) in reserve 42
iC4 Heavy Infantry attacking 42
ICS Lt. Infantry (long spear) 47
IC6 Lt. Infantry archer 46
IC7 Lt. Infantry crossbowman 48

ICC1 Cavalry Officer
ICC2 Cavalry Standard bearer
ICC3 Heavy Cavalry (thrusting G.- 41
ICC4 Lj. Cavalry (thrusting spea !av)43
ICS1 Multipledartfiringcatapultandcrew 132
ICS2 Rocket launcher and crew 133

Mongols and their allies
M1 Korean Infantry, unarmoured, spear/bow 99
M2 Korean Inf. armoured spear/bow 101
M3 Miautse Inf. armoured, spear 112
M4 Mongol Officer
M5 Chinese auxiliary archer 95
MC1 Mongol Cav. EHC, lance, bow 91

61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.TEESSIDE.

New Garrison 25mm
MC2 Mongol Cav. firing bow HC 92
MC3 Mongol Cav. Javelin, bow HC 92

MC4 Uighur Lt. Cav. (thrusting spear) 97
MC5 Camel Kettledrummer
MC6 Khan

MC7 Sangmiau H. Cav. crossbow 1 11
MC8 Sangmiau H. Cav. spear 1 1 1

These figures are taken from the Wargames Research Groups' in
valuable book "The Armies and Enemies of Imperial China" by John
Greer. We recommend that the book be used for painting details and
accurate army organisation. The number following the figure
description corresponds with that in the book.

New Hyperborean Age figures
our superb sword and sorcery range battles on:
SS74 Armoured Frost Giant
5572 Goblin (ORC) with glaive (armoured)
5573 Goblin (ORC) with mace (armoured)
SS71 Goblin (ORC) chief with standard

INFANTRY

CAVALRY

WpEA
24pEA



NEW YEAR

BOOK BARGAINS -
Limited stocks only — so get your order in now!

1815, THE ARMIES AT WATERLOO
by Ugo Pericoli, costume designer for the film 'Waterloo'. Supplementary text by Michael Glover. The culmination of
41/2 years of research, this book presents a highly detailed guide to the uniforms, weapons and acoutrements of all
the forces participating in the historic battle. All aspects of the uniforms are covered, including such elusive details
as facing colours, regimental insignia, rank and type differentiation, side arms, webbing, and horse furniture. Large
format with 80 pages of full colour uniform plates, many additional line drawings, and a complete order of battle for
the three armies.

Originally published at £4.95 ON OFFER
SWASTIKA AT WAR

edited by Robert Hunt and text by Tom Hartman. An exciting photographic record of the war in Europe as seen by
the cameramen of the German army magazine 'Signal'. Colour photographs on every page showing uniforms,
equipment, armour and aircraft as well as frontline action shots. Large format.
Originally published at £4.95 ON OFFER
THE GRAPHIC ART OF WW 11

by James Jones, author of 'From here to Eternity'. Containing much hitherto unpublished material this book
sensitively conveys the atmosphere of the war, and the characters of the men fighting it as depicted by war artists of
ali nations. Over 250 iliustrations, many in full colour, of war on land, sea and air.
Originally published (1975) at £10.00 OFFER
FLYING WARTIME AIRCRAFT

based on the original Ferry Pilots Handling Manual, with an introduction by Hugh Burgel. Detailed notes on the
handling, performance and capabilities of 7 leading wartime aircraft: Hurricane, Typhoon, Beaufighter, Aira Cobra,
Mosquito, Wellington and Liberator. Well illustrated, including photographs showing internal cockpit iayouts.
Originally published at £3.95, OFFER
TANKS IN BATTLE

by Col H. C. B. Rogers, OBE. The development of the tank from the First World War to the beginning of the Nuclear
Age. Col Rogers examines the development, technical design and specifications of the tanks of all the contestants
in both wars and relates this to their battlefield tactics. 48 b & w plates and 8 maps.
Originally published at £5.00 OFFER
THE DEVIL'S DEVICE
by Edwyn Gray. The story of the invention of the torpedo and its effect on naval warfare.
Originally published at £5.25 OFFER AT £2.50
THE ASSASSINATION OF HEYDRICH, 1942
The assassination of the dreaded SS 'Butcher of Prague' by resistance fighters, and the subsequent German
reprisals. Illustrated. nceco
Originally published at £3.25 OFFER
RORKE'S DRIFT

by Michael Glover. Perhaps more than any other engagement, the defence of Rorke's Drift epitomised the tsravery
and dogged endurance of the British soldier. Michael Glover's exciting text describes this Victorian epic, and its role
in the Zulu war. neceo
Originally published at £4.25 OFFER
BRITISH ARTILLERY ON LAND AND SEA, 1790-1820
by Robert Wilkinson-Latham. This excellently illustrated study gives, for the first time, a complete picture of the state
of naval and military artillery during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, covering uniforms, equipment, side
arms, badges and buttons, the various types of armament, their carriages and types of projectiles, as well as such
subjects as fire ships and rockets. Valuable appendices give, in tabular form, detailed information on all the
weapons of the period. Laminated jacket. ncccn
Originally published at £4.50

AT £2.90

AT £2.50

AT £4.50

AT £2.35

AT £2.50

ON OFFER AT £1.75

AT £2.25

ON OFFER AT £2.50

All titles sent post free U.K. and
Eire. No extra charge for Overseas
orders but time should be allowed

for delivery by Surface Mail.
Overseas Payment by International
Money Order only. Please enclose
CASH WITH ORDER allowing two
weeks for delivery or send large
SAE for our full list of new, dis
count and second hand military
books.

MINDEN BOOKS
9 Market Place

Miidenhall

West Suffolk

Tel: Mlldenhall 714115

I Please send me the following books

I I enclose my remittance of

^Please use block capitals

- jVIINDEN BOOKS -
9 MARKET PLACE • MILDENHALL • WEST SUFFOLK



SPECIALISTS IN METAL
military MINIATURES

103-WALSALL ROAD • LICHFIELD STAFFS
Telephone: LICHFIELD 53180

We seem to have spent all our time lately plugging MBG and
Project 500 - hut please don't think that's all we stock.
Try us also for Hinchcliffe, Stadden, Hinton-Hunt, Minot,
Phoenix, Greenwood and Ball, Rose, Old Guard, Minifigs,
Lamming, Leicester Micro, Kirk Miniature Figurines, nlus
wargames rules and accessories hy various well-known concerns
_  not to mention Plaka paints, et cetera, et cetera!

We'll mail stuff anywhere (provided you have a local postal
service, of course) - try us and seel

N EW from

LAMMING MINIATURES

SECOND EDITION CAMPAIGN & BATTLE

RULES-INCORPORATING SEIGES

PLAGU ES etc. & NAVAL COMBAT-
PRICE £1 inclusive.

NEWADDITIONSTO RANGE

RE/1 -Legionaries- 1 st/2rid centurv
RE/2 -Centurion
RE/3 -Auxiliary Spearman
RE/4 -Asian archer

RE''5 -Slinger
RE/6 - Standard bearer - signifer or Aquilifer.
RE/7 -Cornucen
RC/1 -Cavalry-Regular
RC/2 -Decurion.
MF/24 - Foot Knight-Hands upraised
MF/25 - Lightfootman
S/5 - Norman Foot Knight
S/6 - Norman Lightfootman
S/7 -Saxon Minor Chief

ASH GROVE, 17 ROYLES HEAD LANE, LONGWQOD,

HUDDERSFIELD.W.YORKS. HD3 4TU TEL: HUDDS 55459

MONGOLS!
and other orientals

in25mm

Send S.A.E. for list

COMPLETE CATALOGUE20p
OVERSEAS40P

45WENL0CKST.,

HULL. HU3 IDA

N.HUMBERSIDE

PLUS full range of 54's

Or, ask at your stockist.



Cannon Miniatures

METAL BUILDINGS;

FACTORY 24p
COUNTRY CHRUCH 21 p
THATCH COTTAGE lOp
ROW COTTAGES lOp
ROW TERRACES 21 p
MANSION 24p
OLD WINDMILL 18p
LARGE HOUSE 15p
FARM HOUSE 12p
SMALL PILLBOXES 4p
ZIG ZAG TRENCH lOp
FRENCH HOUSE 15p
RUSSIAN HOUSE 18p

RUSSIAN COTTAGE 12p
NEW CHURCH 24p
NEW FACTORY ...24p
GERMAN HOUSE 20p
GERMAN COTTAGE 15p
ANTI-TANK PILLBOX 9p
DUG OUT PILLBOX 9p
BLOCKHOUSE WITH
TRENCH AND TURRET ..15p
METAL PLATE BRIDGE... 15p
SINGLE ARCH

HUMPBACK 8p
DOUBLE ARCH

HUMPBACK....lOp

NEWl
1/300 SCALE FIGURES FOR

CANNON MINIATURES
SCENERY. ONE TYPE ONLY FOR
SECOND WORLD WAR. JUST
PAINT IN THE APPROPRIATE
COLOUR. PACK INCLUDES:

STANDING FIGURES
LAID DOWN FIGURES
FIGURES IN SHELL HOLES
FIGURES.BEHIND BRICK WALL & SAND BAGS
MORTAR GROUPS IN OPEN
MORTAR GROUPS IN COVER
M.G. GROUPS AND PAIRS LAID DOWN
M.G. PAIR SITTING, DUG IN, SANDBAGGED
BAZOOKA PAIR LAID DOWN, DUG IN
AT LEAST TWO JEEPS, AND KUBELWAGENS.
ONLY 45p FOR 60 FIGURES + 7p P&P

POST & PACKING ON BUILDINGS 20%
P&P ON TANKS & TRUCKS 10%
S.A.E. FOR LISTS

ATTENTION PLEASE! A PRICE RISE OF 1p OR 2p PER MODEL TAKES PLACE FROM 1st DEC.

miniatures ■ 8 Merlewood Avenue ■ Southport PR9 7NS loreo

NEW!! Two more pieces in 1:72 fOO/HOl

B6.18 Demolished Hous«

Each - 31p .

Ideol for worgome seftlngs
over post 100 yedrs up fo
the present.

Biitoin's Lorges* Range of Worgome Scenery
and Landscape Models

MD 1 Micro-Armor Worfore Set
^  • (tank orxl gun emplacements,

buildings etc.)
Each79p

7^ 7

D13 - American Civil War

Log Fort

Each 79p '*

From your hobby deoler or by post. Please allow
25% extra for postage, minimum 15p.

1/285 - 1/300 Scale Scenic O
pieces. Interest has grown
rapidly in this diminutive scole. ,

ML) Stroight & Curved Sections of
Streams & Tracks

ML2 Straight River & Rood Sections ^ ̂
ML3 Five Curved Sections for

River or Roa^s All small sets 31p each

IVIIC5RCI-l\/IOLD Station Rood, East Preston, West Sussex BN16 3AG

Ancient Briton

IstCent. B.C.
(ILLUSTRATED)

emfb.

Prankish

0,erseZ°uZlMe„3S^. WaFrior BtH Cent.
SendSAE for full list £1.45 each

EMB4 British Officers ; J
Winter Dress.

Crimea C1855

EAGLE
M MINIA TURES ■^m.O.BOX^A.
^/^BARRY, SOUTH GLAMORGAN/

>A CF6 6YB Telephone: BARRY740374



PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel, 518 (STD 043 272)

PBPSa LAMG liiBii METAL WARGAMIHG PIGDBBS. NEW ITEMS
WOtBLD IAS 2 INPANTET PIGUEIS POE PLATOON ACTION IN WBSTEHN EUEOPE. IDEAL POR 111 WAEGAMBi

P2001 Brit inf private adv
P2003 Brit inf Stan gunner
P2005 Brit inf 2" mortar man
P2007 U.S inf private adv
P2009 U.S inf Thompson m/gunner
P2011 U.S inf 60mm mortar man
P2013 German inf private adv
P2015 German inf suh m/gunner
P2017 German inf 50®® mortar msui

Al

P2002 Brit inf officer
P2004 Brit inf Bren gunner
P2006 Brit inf ammo carrier
P2008 U.S inf officer
P2010 U.S inf with Browning A.E
P2012 U.S inf ammo carrier

P2014 German inf officer
P2016 German inf L.M gunner
P20i8 German inf ammo oaxrier

l above items 4P each

BUILDINGS IN l^mm SCALE DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY JOHN MITCHELL. EASY TO CQEBTEUCT.
PRINTED BLACK ON WHITE CARD. SHEET NO 1 ELIZABETHAN TYPE COTTAGE,

SHEET NO 2 PAEMOUSB AND BARN PRICE PER SHEET 36p
Send 12p for full list and sample figure. Over 500 items from Ancients through to
World War 2.

Cash with order. Post and Pachage extra.
Orders up to £1 - 14p. Up to £2 - 17p. Up to £3 - 20p. Up to £4 - 23p. Up to £5 - 24p.
Up to £6 - 27p. Orders over £6 post free.

HARROW
THE MODEL SHOP 31 ST. ANN'S ROAD.HARROW, MIDDX

TELEPHONE: 01-427 0387

NEW
'Dungeons & Dragons' £6.70p
'Sword ar.J Sorcery'
game playable with paper and pencil or
miniature figures. The set contains three
booklets, with separate reference sheets, all
heroically Illustrated.

'Grey Hawk' supplement 1.
To Dungeons & Dragons. Contains new
character types and classes
New spells and spell levels
Fearsome creatures £3.40

'Blackmoor' Supplement 2.
To Dungeons & Dragons.
Contains miniatures in Dungeon confron
tations, under water adventures etc. £3.40

'Battles of the Five Armies'

Game that recreates the famous battle from

"the Hobbit" complete with rules counter
etc. £3.50

Middle earth wargame rules

Greenwood & Ball. 25mm

Sword & Sorcery figs.

WizardB

SS2 WhiteWizard

5555 Drunken Druid

5556 Priest of Matri

5557 Foilowerof Set

Heroes

SSI Barbarian on Foot

558 Infantryman with Spear
559 Infantryman with Axe
SS7 Archer

SS10 Standard Bearer

Tarun

5542 Infantryman
5543 Immortal

5544 Archer

5545 Standard Bearer

Stygia
5539 Infantryman
5540 Archer

5541 Standard Bearer

Shim

553 Guard

SS38 Archer

Demons & f^onsters

555 Troll

556 Frost Giant

SSI3 Winged Demon
SS12 Demon

SSI 1 Snow Ape
SSI 5 Hawkman

Aquiiand
SS 19 Bosnian Archer

5520 Pikeman

5521 Infantryman
5522 Standard Bearer

5523 Dark Legion
Niminla

5527 Archer

5528 Infantryman
5529 Royal Guard
5530 Standard Bearer

Northmen

554 Infantryman with Mace
5549 Vanha Infantry
5550 Vanha Archer

5551 Vanha Guard

5552 Vanha Standard

Above atlOp each

Wizards

5553 Order ofthe Pale Hand

Specials
5551 Stygian Chariot (2 crew) 98p
5552 Vanha War Mammoth and crew £1.10

SS59 Queen with Tiger 25p
5562 Royal Attendant lOp
5563 Royal Attendant lOp
5564 Nude FemaleTemple Dancer lOp
SS14 Winged Dragon £1.10
SSI 6 Two headed Troll Giant 25p
SSI 7 Oriental Giant 25p
5565 Griffon 25p
5566 Centaur 25p
SS18 WingedSnake 35p
These figures are among the finest wargame pieces ever
produced, and some deserve to be collected in their own
right as oustanding pieces of miniature sculpture.

Mini Figs. Sword &
Sorcery 25mm
5546 Giant Serpent 12p
5570 Giant Crab 35p
5571 Wyvern 70p
SS76 Hydra 70p
SS2 Reptilian B^p
SS5 Skeleton Warrior 8^p
SS11 Witch of the Mist Bjp
5547 Slime Man B'fp
5548 Cyclops 8'^p

New releases In the series
Cavalry
SSM24 Aquiiand Knight
SSM25 Aquiiand Black Guard
SSM26 Aquiiand Standard Bearer
SSM31 Nimidian Knight
SSM32 Nimidian Guard

SSM33 Nimidian Standard Bearer

SSM37 Hykan Horse Archer (one piece casting)
SSM67 Hykan Cavalry with glaive (one piece casting)
SSM46 Tarun Heavy (Cavalry
SSM47 Tarun Horse Archer

SSM48 Tarun Standard Bearer

SSM58 Barbarian Hero (one piece casting)
SSM Mounted King^ll 24p.nM(yATincU



(( has. ( . Sladden Miniatures Ke<;.)

The International Set
A variety of nationalities, events and periods are covered by these latest additions to our 54mm and 90mm
ranges. There's gallant Lieutenant Try on dying in the arms of Colour Sergeant Hicks in the Incident at the —"
Rifle Pits, Sebastopol, Crimea, Novernber 1854. The Free Dutch machine-gun group, specially commissioned
by Leiden Museum, showing members of the Prinses Irene Brigade in action towards the end of the second
World War. Eight kit figures including five Turkish Janissaries and, in contrast, a 1745 Jacobite trio of
Bonny Prince Charlie and two clansmen. Rounded off by two 90mm models: Prinz Karl of Prussia in the
uniform of Colonel in Chief, 15th Uhlans; and H. H. Maharajah Sir Pratap Singh Bahadur wearing the full i
dress of Commandant in the Imperial Cadet Corps. ]

ACIO A

LIEUTENANT
HENRY TRYON
AGIO B

COLOUR

SERGEANT HICKS

RIFLE BRIGADE SEBASTOPOL 1854

r

D1 A

OFFICER

D1 B

No.2 GUNNER
D1 C

GUNNER wif/i machine gun.

'Y--

'PRINSES IRENE" BRIGADE

All 54mm available unpainted in easy-to-assemble kit form.

Price (54mm diorama sets, i.e. Rifle Brigade and Free Dutch): Individual figures £1. 75 each; any three or
more, if ordered together £1.50 each. Important: Number DlC (gunner and Vickers 303 machine gun
inclusive) charged as two figures, i.e. £3.50. Other 54mm figures: £1.50 each. (90mm): £3.95 each
unpainted. £10,25 painted. In all cases please add 10% postage and packing inland, 20%o overseas.



AIRFIX NEW MODELS FILE

In 1941 the German High Command
considered the strategic possibi I ities of conquering
Egypt and the Suez Canal, In February, thebth Light
Division containingelementsfromtheSrd Panzer
Division were despatched to Tripoli and renamed
the 21st Panzer Division. In April they were joined by
the 15th Panzer Division.

Together they formed the DeutscheAfrika
Korps subsequently known as the Afrika Kof'ps under
the command of General Rommel, who was promoted
in September 1941 to the rank of Field Marshal.

In 1942 Rommel lost at El Alamein and finally
on May 13,1943 the African campaign ended in
victory for the British Eighth Army (the Desert Rats).

The Airfix Afrika Korps comeasa multi-pose
kit-a totally new concept in model soldier kit
building. Each box contains over 100 polystyrene
parts which are interchangeable so you can cement
them together in a variety of positions.

AFRIKA KORPS |
NEW MULTI-POSE KIT

There's a wide variety of equipment and
uniforms,too, includingtropical and steel helmets,
high-laced leather and canvas boots and weapons.

For up-to-date newsand details of Airfix
models get the Airfix magazine, price 25p.

Al so ava i I a b I e a re a set of d eta i I ed Ai rf i x Boo ks.

These give al l the background information to such
models as the HMS Victory, Cutty Sark, Mayflower,
Spitfire, Messerschmitt Bfl09, P.51 Mustangand
Hawker Hurricane. -

jRFi:

Afrika Korps 1:32 Scale.
New to the world's bigsest range

of construction kits.

DESTROYED BY RATS.

■ g

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


